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Curriculum Review
Approved by Faculty;
Lockwood Apologizes
for Lee Decision
by Steven Elmendorf
The College Faculty, in a
unanimous vote last Tuesday,
approved a proposal which would
set up an Ad Hoc Committee to
review Trinity's-curriculum. The
Faculty also heard President
Theodore D, Lockwood apologize
to the Faculty Committee on
Administration for the manner in
which the decision to eliminate the
position of Associate College
Counselor was made.
The Ad Hoc Committee will
consist of seven faculty members,
three undergraduate students and
the Dean of the Faculty. The seven
faculty members will include at
least three tenured members, one
member of the Educational Policy
Committee and two members of
the Curriculum Committee. In
addition, all four "divisions" (arts,
humanties, social sciences and
natural sciences) shall
be
represented.
Curriculum
Committee
Chairman Richard B. Crawford,
Professor of Biology, -introduced
Committee had' reached its
decision "after many hours of
deliberation. We came to tijis
conclusion unanimously and with^a
degree of enthusiasm."
Crawford listed three rationales
for the decision to review the
curriculum. The first of these was
curiosity: "as a faculty it is part of
our nature to be curious, if it is a
success we should know why and
build on it." The Committee's
second rationale was a "sense of
responsibility." According to
Crawford the Faculty and the
College have a responsibility to
review the curriculum periodically.
Crawford pointed to loose ends
as the third rationale. He mentioned specifically the internship
program, double majors, guideline
courses arid the possibility of
minors as loose1 ends which the
Committee should review.
Debate on the motion centered
on technical questions such as how
the Ad Hoc Committee should be
chosen and the division of faculty
',1 iriemb.5,i35;_.pn the Committee, After
tw*6 amendments were adopted.
the motion passed unanimously.
One amendment removed the
stipulation that there must be three
untenured members of the faculty
on the Committee. The other
amendment changed the way in
which the report of the Ad Hoc
Committee would be submitted to
the Faculty. As proposed by the
Curriculum Committee, the report
would have been submitted first to
the Curriculum Committee for
review and comment, and then
submitted by the Curriculum
Committee to the Faculty. The
motion, as amended, states that the
report of the Ad Hoc Committee
will be submitted to the
Curriculum Committee first, but
that Jhe report will be submitted to
the Faculty by the Ad Hoc
Committee.
The report of the Ad Hoc
cent, on p. 2
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$1000 Student Fee
Increase Approved
Budget in Balance for Eleventh Year
by Steven Elmendorf
The Board of Trustees approved
on Saturday the Budget of the
College which includes a $1000
increase in student fees. Total fees
including tuition, room and board
will rise 14.8 per cent to $7750.
Faculty salaries will also be raised
approximately 11.5 per cent. Vice
President for Finance and Planning
James F. English said in a
statement acebmpaning the budget
that "it reflects a number of underlying forces with which we~are
all familar: accelerating inflation,
soaring energy costs, lagging salary
#• levels, and other pressures which
have been building up within this
^year's very restrictive budget."
Along with the rise in fees will be
. b, K. Mi'- »-l M.?li
a companion rise in financial aid.
Members of the Board of Fellows and the Trustee Committee on
monies available to students,
Student Life met with students last Friday to discuss, among other
Regular financial aid money will
subjects, the Counseling Center staffing reduction.
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Trustees, Fellows Hear Gripes on
Counseling, Minority Director
. by Margaret jHenderspn
Spirited student protests about
the firing of Counselor Randolph
M. Lee and the desire of Trinity
Coalition
of
Black's
(TCB)
representatives to effect the
removal of Director of Minority
Affairs Barbara Robinson-Jackson
from her post, highlighted an open
session Friday with members of the
Board of Fellows and the Board of
Trustee's Committee on Student
Life.
The March 14 meeting which
convened in Wean Lounge at 4
p.m., was attended by a p proximately thirty Trinity undergraduates. Five members of the
Board of Fellows and four from the
Board of Trustees listened to
co'mpaints for over two hours.
Vice President Thomas A. Smith
called on Senior Carol Curtin to
begin the discussion about
Associate College Counselor Lee's

recent firing by the Administration.
Curtin presented the resufts o f a
survey which she conducted last
year on counseling at the College.
Her report found that last year,
61% of the student body preferred
having a choice of counselors.
With Lee's departure and the
elimination of the intern position,
only one counselor will remain at
the Counseling Center. Curtin
said: "Reducing counseling service
by two positions is ridiculous!" She
reiterated the present student
desire for a choice of counselors,
and brought up the student belief
that the Administration is not
sensitive to student needs.
'
Chaplain Alan Tull read a letter
written by Eros, gay students at
Trinity. These students requested
the maintenance of the Counseling
Center
which
has
given
psychological
support
to its
members.
Joe Troiano stated that Trinity,
as a liberal arts college, supposedly

The increase in student fees
includes a $750 tuition hike and a
$250 increase in room and board
charges.
According to English, the rise in
student fees "is obviously a large
jump. But it is by no means excessive when compared with increases which are sister colleges
are being forced to make."
Endowment income is also
expected to rise substantially by
13.7 per cent, English said that this
years endowment income is up
over budget projections. Annual
giving is budgetted to rise by 50 per
cent over last years budget. English
feels this is probably a low estimate
but "we cannot be sure when
today's enormously high interest
rates will begin to fall."
The faculty salary increase will
be across,the board for all faculty *
members. For administration and
staff, salary increases will reflect an
effort to achieve internal consistency and- to recognize merit\
• The College also plans significant
improvements in the benefit
package for all employees.
Library expenditures will rise
10.9 per cent. The combination of
instruction expenses and library
expenses, which are the College's
principle academic expenses, will
rise 13.4 per cent.
One of the largest increases in
the budget is the expense of
operating and maintaining the
educational plant. English points
out that "the problem with plant
expenditures of course, is largely
energy costs." The College is
expecting a budget overrun of
$125,000 in energy costs this year.
This will bring total utility costs to
approximately $1,093,000 or 35.8
per cent over last year. For next
year, utilities are budgeted to rise
18 3 per cent to I J,293,000. English
says that this increase would be
greater if not for new and more
efficient boilers, the new energy
control system and conversion
from oil to natural gas.
The energy costs are also partly
responsible for and increase from
$55,000 to $198,830 in the College's
contingency fund. This" increase is
a "necessary precaution" according
to English.
English called the budget "tight
but realistic." He said ifdramitizes
again the pressures which double
digit inflation and runaway energy
costs place on a private
educational
institution
like
Trinity."

stands for humanitarian interests,
but in actuality, the management
comes down to dollars and cents.
Troiano issued the statement,
perhaps prevalent in everyone's
minds, "At what expense are we
balancing the budget?"
SGA Vice-President Gavin
Reardon offered proposals drawn
up by a committee of students
formed especially for the reinstatement of Counselor Lee.
Reardon, on behalf of the Committee, called for more effective
cuts in other departments, and a
redefinition of the retrenchment
policy. He requested that the
students and faculty be brought out
of isolation, and consulted on
administrative decisions.
Sue Geraci informed the
.gathering (hat the Counseling
Center, with its present staff, is
now so busy that, "People who
need help can't get appointments
for three we':ks. However, in case
of an- emergency, it takes three
days,." She emphasized that there is
an insufficient number of counselors now to handle all needs.
Dora Levenstein, a member of
the Board of Trustees, asked
patients
needing
abilities, view their lives" and whether
assistance
could
go
to
the
Hartfofd
American society in greater^
perspective, and develop a more Hospital for counseling. Curtin
informed sense of international suggested that seeing a strange
counselor; unfamiliar with a
concern.
college population, creates a
problem., In addition, at Trinity, a
Abramson's grant will enable student is free to see a counselor as
htm to conduct analysis of the often as he wishes without
Western Sahara history through
cont. on p. 4
interviews with jurists, government
officials, economists, journalists,
academics and others, as well as
through archival research in
England, France, the Netherlands,
Hartford
Spain, Morocco, Algeria, and the
Connecticut Public Television feature; First in a two part series . . . .
Western Sahara.
pgs. 6&7

Watson Fellowship
Winner Announced
A Trinity College senior has
been awarded an $8,000 fellowship
which will enable him to study the
legal, political and economic issues
in the conflict over sovereignty in
the Western Sahara.
Gary M. Abramson, a history
major from Newton Centre,
Massachusetts, is one of 70
recipients nationwide of Thomas 1:
Watson Fellowships. Fellows are
selected for their commitment to a
particular field of interest and for
their potential for leadership.
Through the program, the Watson
Foundation hopes to provide
Fellows and opportunity for a
focused
and
disciplined
postgraduate year of their own
devising — a break in which they
may explore with thoroughness a
particular and demonstrated interest, test their aspirations and

rise to $1,086,050, an increase of
14.8 per cent.

Inside The Tripod

Trinity is one of 48 private
colleges and universities invited by
the Thomas J. Watson Foundation
to
submit
candidates
for
fellowships. This year, 176 finalists
were nominated by those institutions nationwide.

Letters
Role of Resident Assistants debated • • • • Pgs- 9 & 10

Arts
Paul Taylor dances at t h e Bushnell . . . p . 13

Sports
Spring Sports previewed . . .'. pgs. 14-16
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Amendment to Reduce SGA
Membership Shot Down Again
by Sharon Ann Slmonl
The Student Government Asso- voted against the proposed a- voting privileges from the chairciation debated proposed amend- mendment, with one abstention. imen and change their titles from
ments to its present constitution at The proposed "Hadden Amend- "Second Vice President to the
a meeting held on March 10. The ment" failed.
SGA" to chairperson.
amendments pertained to reducThe second amendment, proAndrew Teitz agreed with Reartion of the SGA's present size, posed by Gavin Reardon, involved don about revoking their voting
having SGA meetings set on a Constitutions Committee A- privileges, but thought the new
Wednesdays for future semesters, mendment, which gave the chair- title name would "degrade" their
and revocation of rating status of persons of the Budget Committee positions. Reardon accepted Tei'tz^s
the chairpersons of the Student and SGPB voting status at SGA criticism and deleted the title
GovernmentPlanningBoard(SGPB) meetings. Reardon's suggested change from his amendment.
and the Budget Committee.
amendment would revoke these
cont. on p. 4
Eight members had obtained
proxies and one member was
absent from the meeting held at 10
p.m., on Monday, March 10.
"The Hadden Amendment,"
introduced by Lucretia Hadden,
appointed member of the SGA,
proposed a reduction in the S.G.A.
by David Walker
membership from approximately
Fraternities at Trinity will be help facilitate communication be45 to 30. Robert Herbst felt the faced with increasing pressure to tween fraternities and the College
amendment would cause "gross state their positive aspects other community. Reaction among memunder-representation." He also than social, according to John bers of the Council, which consists
stated that the SGA body pre- Thompson, Co-President of the of representatives appointed from
sently has "so many different Board of Fellows, who spoke at last each of the six fraternities, was
views", and "practically every week's Inter Fraternity Council mixed. Some favored the idea as a
student idea is expressed."
meeting. "My sense is tht the Ad- positive step in helping to improve
Mike Huebsch, speaking in 'favor ministration is not out to get the communication, while other memof the amendment, stated that the Frats," said Thompson, "we feel bers felt that it would detract from
structural readjustment
would the (social) function you serve is the focus of the council.
"help promote a higher caliber" of vital."
Wayne Asrrius, Advisor to the
representatives and the SGA is
Thompson raised several ques- IFC, announced that the College
presently "too lethargic in its tions that he felt were of concern to was making available to the fraactions." SGA Vice President the College community as a whole, ternities seventeen different' 'learnGavin Reardon, who also favored among them communication be- ing modules" on various aspects of
the amendment stated that, tween fraternities and the Admini- management. The modules, which
"We're all getting a little bit too stration and membership in the were donated to the College by the
long-winded," and that 30 repre- fraternities. Thompson said that he higher education, management insentatives would have as much hoped the fraternities could pro- stitute, are three to six hour semidiversity as 45.
-.
gress in these areas and, in,citing nars that concentrate on leaderTom Heffecon, referring to a legal and financial areas, he said ship, time management, communipreviously proposed amendment that there are "a lot of ways in cation and various other aspects of
for reduction of the SGA's size, which the College could help you" management. Asmus encouraged
was not convinced that there really if better lines of communication members of the council to speak
with their executive boards and
was new evidence to be voted on. were established,
He stated that there is "no doubt, a
Other topics covered at the . April 19 was set as a tentative dale
structure problem," .However, he meeting included an all school for the showing of the modules.
wondered if some of the represen- questionnaire to ,be. written by
Asmus also asked the members
tatives would vote just to give the members of the Councilin order to of the Council to provide him with a
Tripod a favorable image of the get a better idea of student aware- "rush list" detailing "the who,
SGA. He added, "Who says the ness about fraternities. It. was what and where" of the rush probest (candidates) will win?", thus hoped (iiaf the questionnaire would cedure. Members agreed to furnish
improving the quality of student aid fraternities in establishing this information as a measure to
representation.
more of a "middle ground" be- help improve awareness of this
A motion for a "roll call" vote on tween their social roles and their process. However, the representathe amendment was passed. A "in-house functions."
tive from Crow stated that he was
two-thirds majority is needed for an
Another idea raised al the meet- under orders from the President of
amendment to pass. Twenty-two ing was that of having an outside Crow not to submit "anything
members voted for and nineteen participant, either an elected or an written on paper."

President of Fellows
Addresses IFC

Call when you
leave - it will
he ready upon
arrrival

Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

PIZZA
—

247-0234 .

by Margaret Henderson and
Alan Levine
As most of the Trinity
campus slept last Saturday
morning, close to one hundred
students attended Alumni Career Day. The students were
given the opportunity to participate in discussions with New
York City based alumni who
are presently employed in
business fields.
Students from all classes
spoke with nine alumni who
work in the banking, investment, marketing and corporation fields. Some of the topics
of discussion included job
interviews, resumes, job responsibilities, breaking into a
field, and graduate study.
The program began with an
hour-long group session. Gene
Shen 7 6 , who had organized
the event, introduced each
alumnus, who gave a brief
description of his or her years
at Trinity and of his or her
present job. The alumni then
, recessed to assigned areas to
answer the specific questions
of students interested in their
career fields. During these
meetings, students were encouraged to ask questions
about Salaries, advancement,
job contacts, and-a variety of
other related topics. Students and alumni returned to Hamlin Hall for a
buffet lunch, during which
time students were able to talk
to the alumni on a more
personal basis. Following the
meal, the alumni fielded general questions from students
and then conducted field discussions again.
The Career Counseling Office and the National Alumni
Association co-sponsored the
even I. Shen had proposed the
idea of an alumni-student
career discussion to the Alumni Association in an effort to
express "a material show of
interest on the part of alumni." Shen feels that alumni
career days are a way of

MiiiunuiHiiamjiw"

cont. from p. 1

Members of the Committee and
students had complained in past
weeks that the Administration
Committee was not fully consulted
about the Counseling Center
cutback.
In response, Lockwood praised
Schneider's committee as being
"extremely helpful." He said, "We
have to make some very lough
decisions. We have made some
reductions; we have to make
more." He called the Counseling
decision a "misunderstanding
OMreaM»ao(MMMMH9aoa0j|) between my office and the office of
BANCROFT SQUASH RACQUETS ihe Vice President. The thing was
brought forward in a manner other
SUPERWINNER $12.95 FRAME
than intended." Lockwood said the
COLLEGE SPORTSHOP
Administration will review the
112 New Britain Ave.
decision.
247-9905

Committee is to be submitted to
the Faculty no later than April, 1981.
Prior to the Curriculum motion,
Administration
Committee
Chairman Craig Schneider,
Assistant Professor of Biology,asked President Lockwood to
make a statement on the decision
to eliminate the position of
Associate College Counselor and
the role of the Administration
Committee in that decision.

Welcomes Trinity students
and all their travel needs.
Check-out our low rates
to Florida

Richard- Staton

•"

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

showing support for the College, in a manner which goes
beyond financial support:
Shen was pleased by the
positive response of 95% of
the alumni who he contacted.
They agreed to participate in.
the program immediately. According to Shen, such response restored his faith in the
alumni and demonstrated that
they are still interested in
Trinity.
Eight of the nine participants graduated in the past
five years. The senior alumnus
participating on Saturday
graduated in 1963.
Shen expressed pleasure at
the overwhelming success of
the program. He considered
Saturday's program a "kickoff" for future career days. He
hopes to organize medical, law
and arts career days, possibly
for next fall. Shen expects
alumni from other cities to
take part in these programs.
Associate Director of Career
Counseling1 Cheryl Ives expressed her delight with the
program's success. She said,
. " I think it was an enormous
success. 1 think Gene Shen and
the National Alumni Association deserve special commendation for helping to make it
all possible."
Undergraduates found the
day "worthwhile," and "interesting." Seniors, however]
seemed to regret that the
program was not scheduled
earlier in the school year and
that alumni from areas outside
of^New York were not included. The juniors, sophomores,,
and freshmen attending looked oh the program as a
"learning cxperien$SiNWSBt&sia,
The sludentb seemed to
agree with Director of Career.
Counseling Chris Shinkman,
who described the program as,
"a great opportunity for undergraduates to get current
information
from
recent
alums. It was well worth
getting out of bed on a
Saturday morning."

Faculty Meeting

CASA DI
TRAVEL

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

Trin Alums Take
Part in Career Day

DOMENICSCOTECE

(203)527-6(500
422 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CONN. 06106
across from D8< D Package
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Trinity Grade Distribution:
No Major Changes Reported

'

photo by Charles Rosenfield

Brenton W. Harries '50, President of Standard and Poor's gave the
-annual George M. Ferris Lecture in Corporation Finance and
Investments last Wednesday night.

S & P Boss Harries Bares
All on Bond Business
by Franklin E. Kasmin
and Robert Markstein
As inflation reached 18% this
year, and more and more experts •
termed the nation's economy critically unsound, it seemed particularly"" fitting that this year's
George M. Ferris lecture speaker is
a prominent Figure in the country's
economic superstructure.
Brent Harries, a member of the
class of '50 and a Trustee of Trinity
ffs^of ''New,1 York,
one of the most prestigious bond
rating corporations in the country.
Before an audience of faculty,
alumni, and students, Harries delivered a talk entitled "Corporate
Capital Structures of the 1980's."
Although the economic situation in
our country is quite dim, Harries
maintained a light, witty" humor in
his speech. He tried to be as optimistic as possible, insisting th.at he
still believes our nation to have
"the finest capital gathering system in the Free World."
Harries began his discourse with
an explanation of the bond market
and the role his company plays in
it. He described how bond ratings
are arrived at and how the economy
depends on these ratings. He then
went on to give his views on the
future of the bonds market and of
the economy as a whole.
Harries explained that the
soundness of a company, measured
by its ability to pay its debts,
determines how strongly the company's bonds are going to be rated.
If rated highly, investors will be
eagertoaccept the safe investment
and good interest rates. A poorly
rated bond is a risky investment,
and necessarily must offer higher
interest rates to attract investors.
The problem today, explains Harries, is that the banks, as a result of
attempts to curb inflation with decreases in available credit and
loans, must continually raise interest rates. Bonds bought two
months ago, then, are not worth as
much as those bought today. The

result: bonds are not being bought,
and the corporate structure is suffering.
.
Harries maintained that the
solufion to the problem of high
prices and, therefore, to the inflation of interest rates, does not lie
within the power of tfie corporation
themselves. Using Con Edison of
New York, a power company, as an
example, he showed that Con Ed's
lowering of oil prices would not
save fhe" consumer any money at
all. Con' Ed would simply have to
borrow more from the banks or
charge more for bonds, and the
consumer would end up paying increased interest rates for loans.
This situation, says Harries, is less
desirable than higher prices for oil.
What is the solution to the inflation of product prices and interest rates? Says Harries, "People
must simply spend less money."
Consumers are driving prices
through the roof, despite the present money crunch that is being
experienced by, all. "People are
going out now to buy Christmas
presents, because they know the.
same things will be much more expensive later on."
i
At the end of his presenttion, the
floor was opened to questions. In
response to the question, ''How
can banks with • short-term bonds
find functional values for the
money received," Harries responded that, indeed, the bonds
represented mismatched funds,
and that, in his opinion, banks were
losing money.
When 'asked if there was any
possibility for a bond market crash,
Harries replied that bonds are different from stocks in that there is a
maturity asp~ect. He said, "People
wait on bonds. They buy them and
stick them in the drawer. Nobody
wants to sell a bond at today's
prices." Panics associated with the
stock market don't occur in the
bond market because of the long
term investments that bonds represent. Says Harries, "There are
rays of sunshine. "•

Fun in theSun
With visions of breakers dancing in their heads, the sun
starved Tripod staff will head South for its Spring board
meeting. Necessarily, this means that this issue will be our last
until April 15.
To those heading for the Sun Belt or heading for their home
base, we extend our best wishes for a restful Spring vacation.

by Alan Levine
It does not appear to be getting
any easier to receive a good grade
at Trinity. Neither is it that much
harder than it was three years ago.
These are the conclusions reached
from a general comparison of the
grade distributions of fall 1976 and
fall 1979.
• -•
'
Of all the grades received in fall
1979,' 28.17% or 2,245 of them
were in the A range, 42.28% or
3,368 were in the B range, 14.99%
or 1,194 were C's, 2.51% or 200
were D's and a mere 1% of all
grades, or 80 grades in all, were
failing. This does not include
7.18% of the grades which were
passes and .20% which were listed
as fails. (Incompletes and drops
bring the total up to 100%.)
In actuality, this grade distribution is not much different from the
fall 1976 totals. In fact, except for
there being substantially fewer C's
in 1976, the figures were all within
one percentage point of each other
in the two years.
The one major difference between the two years is the sizeable
• decrease in drops. In 1976, 2,25%.
of all grades were drops, while only
.11% of 1979 grades fell into that
category.
More specifically, the number of
A's increased slightly from 1976 to
1979. To counterbalance this, however, there were slight decreases in
the number of grades which were
A-.,-:B+ or B. The awarded of B-,
C + , C and C- all showed a slight
upward trend.
Whereas the total number of A's
and B's stayed almost exactly the
same between 1976 and 1979, the
number of C's and B's went up by
2.75 percentage points. The entire
change has been only slightly
downward.

Of all the departments, the Edube attributed to the many A's in
cation, Physical Education and
half-credit courses, specifically.
Music Departments gave out the
Concert Choir and private music
most A's. Sixty-six percent of all
lessons.
physical education grades were
The grading for Concert Choir is '•
A's, A total of 83% of all the grades
based largely on attendance. Leswere either A's or B's.
sons, according to Love, are highly _
. Karl Kurth, Director of Athletics
graded because students are "selfand Professor of Physical Educaselected;" Students who take them
tion, explained that the reasons for
are •"generally highly motivated." '
the very high number of A's and
Love had suggested to former Dean
B's were that, unlike other courses,
of the Faculty Edwin P. Nye that
where students are graded on their
such half-credit courses by given
performance, physical education
"the true weight that they deinstructors "try to evaluate the
serve" in the grade distribution.
potential of the youngsters." The
grades depend on attendance, imIn fact, Love says, full-credit
courses in the Music Department
provement and participation. All
show a reverse trend; there are ,.''
the instructors expect, according to
Kurth, is the students to "put forth -less high grades. But, many
students take the large introducttheir best effort and do the best
ory courses on a pass/fail basis,
they possibly can."
thus throwing off the distribution
Kurth added that each instructor
curve.
has the autonomy to grade as he or
she sees fit. For the department to
The Mathematics Department, : .
prescribe an expected distribution
with,only 12.53% of its grades in
of grades, he feels, is "unrealthe A range, gave the least A's of
istic."
•_•'.•
any department in fall 1979. This
Kurth explained that students
was followed by the Philosophy
entering Trinity are screened on
Department, with only 19.28% of
their academic abilities, not their
its grades in that range.
physical abilities. There are both
Dr. Richard T. Lee, Professor of
students who have poor and ex-celPhilosophy, was not surprised by
lent motor coordination. Says
this relatively low figure. He said,
Kurth, "Instructors are reluctant to
"It would make me very happy if
give youngsters whom God didn't
we could give out lots and lots of
give the ability to get a D." To
A's, but philosophy is very diffi- "
base grades strictly on athletic
cult." He added that philosophy
ability, he feels, is unfair.
courses contain considerable techIn compiling the grade distribunical jargon, as do science courses,
tion figures, the Registrar's Office
but offer less precise definitions for
says, "For statistical purposes all
these terms than the sciences.
courses have been given a value of
1, regardless of the number of
Chiefly, he feels, the low grades
course credits."
reflect the fact that most sUidents
J. , Wainwright Love, Acting
have had little exposure to philosoChairman of the Music Departphy prior to entering college. Phil- .
ment, pointed out that the large
osophy courses "reflect for most
number of A's in music courses can
students a new and difficult way of '
looking at things,"
According to Lee, more students
probably receive better grades in
upper level than in lower level
courses.

Students to Debate
Campaign Issues.
by Dave Diamond
With
the
Connecticut
presidential primary elections only
a week away, Trinity's political
organizations are giving one last
push to get the vote out for what
many predict will be the biggest
turnout Connecticut has ever seen.
Trinity will get its share of
political activity, tonight at 8:00
p.m. in the Washington Room, as
Trinity students will represent the
presidential candidates in a debate
of the major issues in this election
year. Sponsored by Tom Hefferon,
the debate will be monitored by Dr.
Samuel D. Kassow, Associate
Professor of History, and is expected to draw local radio and television coverage.
In addition, presideiital campaign organizations on campus
eontinue their activities as they try
to' ensure that their candidates
capture the Trinity vote, and
hopefully the Connecticut vote as
well.
Already this year, the Trinity
students for Kennedy have
sponsored electioneering trips to
New Hampshire and Maine, as well
as a fund-raising bake sale and an
anti-draft speech given by the late
Allard
Lowqnstein,
one of
Kennedy's key advisors.
This week, according t,o
Chairman Bruce P. Johnson, the
Trinity Students for Kennedy plan
to canvas Connecticut Democrats
by telephone to urge them to mote
for Kennedy. Although there are
no definite plans, Johnson says that
there is always the possibility that
one of the Kennedy family may
visit the campus this week.
Tonight, the Kennedy group will be
represented at the debate by Liz
Crawford, Bruce Johnson and Sol
Makias.

President Carter is being
represented on campus by the
Young Democrats for Carter,
chaired, by Ted Hartsoe and
numbering ten members. In addition to participating in the
debate, the group is sponsoring a
speech by Howard Leibowitz, the
Deputy Coordinator of the CarterMondale organization. Hartsoe
says that they are trying .to get
other key Carter supporters to
participate in the event. The
presentation is scheduled for
Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. Additionally, the
Organization will be canvassing the
College this week to determine
Carter's- support, and will also
secure absentee ballots for those
who request them.
On the Republican side, Trinity
Students for George Bush, led by
Kenneth E. Wyker and consisting
of forty-five members, is hard at
work to make sure that their
candidate does well in his home
state. Wyker'claims that a poll
taken in October, only 15 per cent
of the Trinity population knew the
name George Bush. Now, he says, .
there'85 per cent recognition
rate.
Wyv
claims that this increase
results rom intense first semester
activity, highlighted by a visit by
the candidate's son, Neil Bush.
Currently.the group is canvassing
Trinity students, and has submitted
an article to the Tripod which lets
students know where Bush stands
on the issues. They will also be
participating in tonight's debate.
The Anderson campaign, which,
according to Pekock, started late
compared to the Bush and Kennedy campaigns, has blossomed into the largest political organization on campus, with seve'nty-seven
cont. on p. 4

The distribution of grades has
not changed appreciably since
1976, so it is not surprising that the
distribution of grades'within individual departments has not altered
much in that time. Still, a few departments have shown significant
changes. More A's were given in
physical education, music and
Russian Courses in 1979 than in
1976, and the number of A's and
B's rose by 12% in freshman seminars.
On the other hand, in that same
period of time, .students have re- .
ceived 10% fewer A's in engineering courses, 15% fewer in Italian
courses and 16% fewer in studio
arts. Obviously, though this shift
could be attributed to a conscious
decision on the part of professors to
deflate grades, it could also be at:
tributed to any of a number of other
reasons.
The number of A's and B's given
in the Psychology Department has •
decreased a whopping 22% in
three years. According lo William
M. Mace. Psychology Department
Chairman: though "we've certainly
been criticized in past years for
giving too many A's," there was no
conscious policy to lower grades.
To discover why psychology professors are giving lower grades, he
says, "would take research into the
deeper psyche."
From fall 1976 to fall 1979, there
have been some noticeable changes
in grade distribution, although the
overall distribution is not very different. Whether all those A's and
B's are evidence of grade inflation
rather than true achievement is a
matter of conjecture/And whether
this so-called inflation is on a slow
downward trend appears equally
debatable.

,
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Students Express Concern Over
Performance of Robinson-Jackson
These students attend meetings
Jamaal Kantey, Treasurer of
TCB and Caretaker of the Black and then report back to RobinsonCultural
Center,
delivered Jackson. TCB, according to
complaints on behalf of TCB about Kantey, has found that even before
Trustee Robert Bloom wondered housing for Blacks and Robinsonthey personally approached
whether other student services are Jackson. Kantey complained that
Robinson-Jackson on a matter, she
lacking. SGA President Jim Robinson-Jackson is not funcalready knew of the proposals, and
Pomeroy responded that Mather tioning "as a liaison as supposed."
was in the process of blocking
Hall should be redesigned to be According to Kantey, Vicefurther work on matters of which
more conducive to social activities. President Smith informs comshe disapproved.
From his investigations, Pomeroy plaintants that "they have to deal
Kantey related his knowledge
suggested the cutting of positions with Robinson-Jackson."
1
that
. Robinson-Jackson neglects
in the library and the postAfter hearing Kantey and a other minorities. He attributed her
ponement
of Long
Walk
renovations, instead of the dis- number of the student complaints, change from Assistant Dean of
Trustee Levenstein attributed the Students and Coordinator of
missal of Randy Lee.
difficulty to a clash of personalities. Minority Affairs last year to her
Linda Scott, who examined the
Friction between students and present position of Director of
problems of alcoholism in a survey
Robinson-Jackson apparently is Minority Affairs, to her habit of
last semester, introduced her
aggravated, in addition, by the"stepping on too many toes."
finding that 25r30% of each class
nebulous guidelines of her job. The Fellows and Trustees were
admitted - to having a drinking
Kantey believes that "the school receptive to all of the complaints
problem which interferred with
has left her top independent."
put forth by the students.
class attendance. Scott stated that
Kantey continued that blacks, an
both Vice-President Smith and
Fellow William Kurtz said of the
Dean of Students David Winer, ever increasing group on campus, Lee presentation, "I think the
who assisted her with the survey, need a voice in the Administration presentation was impressive; it
and that Robinson-Jackson does can't be shrugged off. The students
supported a, center to deal with
not fulfill the role. Kantey conv spoke and urgently." He expressed
drug and alcohol problems.
mented
that Robinson-Jackson his opinion that Lee's firing was not
Trustee Bloom interjected that
photo by K Michael Hall
complicates even the littlest tasks, the result of random firing, but of
the Trustees work- more effectively
such
as
getting
a
key
to
the
Black
In
addition
to
his
coaching
duties,
Lee
Lcvlnson
Is serving this term
with financial problems, rather
economic necessity. He believes
Cultural Center storage room.
as an intern with Dean of Students David Winer.
than day-to-day issues of student
that if the elimination of two
welfare. He claimed that Trustees
Kantey is discouraged by the counseling positions proves harmand Fellows are out of touch with
infiltration of TCB meetings by ful, President Lockwood and Vice
student concerns and their only
students hired as minority advisors President
Smith
will
find
means of information is the Trinity on the college work study program. replacements.
Tripod.
Trustee Leonard Greenberg
"too pressing or immediate," but
by Robin Enrlich
agreed that financial problems are
which Levinson describes as
Lee
Levinson
is
a
familiar
face
the major concern of the boards.
directly
competing
with around Dean Winer's office these "major to the kids." The majority
cont.
from
p<
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He believes that all colleges are
members. Pekock claims that An- Republicans in the question days. For the past two months of the cases that Levinson handles
frightened by the worsening
"Which candidate would you most
deal with academic problems,
economic
situation.
These derson is well-liked because of his •like to see as our next president?", Levinson has been working with
students who wish to transfer,
positions
on
the
issues,
which
have
the
Dean
of
Students
as
an
adproblems are brought home to
Anderson captured 55 per cent of
interpersonal relationships, and
Trinity by the extreme financial been widely publicized'on campus the vote, followed by 'Other' with ministrative intern.
family problems. Levinson wants to
through flyers distributed by mem-,
Levinson began his internship by
difficulties suffered by Trinity's
13.6 per cent, then Bush with 12.7
listen to students and help them
bers of the Trinity Students for Anobserving
Dean
Winer's
counseling
neighbor, Wesleyan, Greenberg
derson Com'mittee. Additionally, per cent, Carter with 7.6, and sessions. LevinSon now sees ap- because he'believes that college is
said that he was impressed by the
Trinity students have gone to other Kennedy with 6.4 per cent. In the proximately ' five students a week "an intense period, of growth. . .that
student turnout and presentation.
colleges to drum up support, and poll, there was a 1 per cent margin on his own, handling problems
Fellow Jack Thompson broke in campaigned on a small scale in of error.
a 1977 graduate of Amherst
which Winer does not think are
and asked if it would be possible to Massachusetts.
College, Levinson has been on a
discuss other concerns. Jerry
This past weekend, they joined
coaching "fellowship" (internship)
Cordova, representing Hispanics at in an effort to canvas^Il of Conat Trinity since last fall. Coaching
Trinity, voiced his concern about necticut, focusing in particular on
football in the fall and lacrosse in
cont. from p. 2
the small number of Hispanics the fifth district, which includes
Bob Herbst was in favor of able for everyone. Also the S.G.A. the spring, Levinson was interested
presently enrolled at Trinity, He Danbury, Waterbury, and Meriden.
Reardon's amendment, reasoning could utilize the Tripod as a in exposing himself to other aspects
asked the Trustees and Fellows to
An informal pool taken last week
that the chairmen were not re-"bulletin board" to announce the of college life, by getting to know
recruit more minority students, by the Anderson Committee, with
quired to be involved in the daily a g e n d a f o r t h e n e x t w e e k ' s m e e t - students other than the athletes
especially Hispanics, since "Trinity responses
from
602 Trinity
••••••• . -•• • •.•• ; • : •-' •• •• ••••••• with whom he works. Having had
activities of the S.G.A. Jim Pom- i n g .
is among a great Hispanic com- students, showed Carter and
The
amendment,
which needed counseling experience when
erpy
pointed
out
that
the
chairmen
munity." ' • • • . • •
Anderson ahead as their party's
29
votes
to
pass,
failed;
27 favored working at a boys' prep school, in
"don't
represent
a
constituency."
nominees, taking 49.8 per cent and
In order to air all student
The amendment was voted on by the amendment, 12 opposed- and' 1 Maryland, for Levinson the "ideal
675
per
cent
of
the
vote
concerns, Fellows* Trustees and
combination" is doing both
respectively. Although the poll a "roll call" vote. Thirty-eight abstained.
undergraduates split into three
members favored the amendment, i John Leisenring, a non-member, coaching and administrative work;
r
e
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
e
d
D
e
m
o
c
r
a
t
s
,
groups. Thompson prepared to
one opposed and five abstained; informed the S.G.A. that he had this he believes will enable him to
lead a discussion on fraternity Republicans and Independents the amendment passed'.
talked with Lockwood about the work with students on two different
matters, C ordova and two Fellows almost equally, the significance of
The .final proposed amendment firing of Dr. Randolph Lee, As- levels. Levinson, after discussing
these
results
has
to
be
questioned
convened to discuss minority
would set meetings' for next, sociate College Counselor. Leisen- with Mr. Karl Kurth, Director of
recruitment, and other students because Democrats were allowed
semester on Wednesdays. Prospec- ring explained that Lockwood be- Athletics, the possibility of doing
to
choose
the
Republican
nominee
remained to spe,ak with Board
tive representatives who had Con- lieves, "the College is under no administrative work, was directed
members about Barbara Robinson- and vice versa. What may be
significant is that with Democrat. flicts on Wednesdays would not be obligation to provide psychological to Dean -Winer with whom he
able to run and the advantages of help ,to the community," Leisenr
began his internship at the
the amendment would include not ring felt the next course of action
;
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
wasting time trying to set a was for parents to write letters to beginning of this semester.
meeting
time that would be suit- Lockwood.
STUDY THE S O C I A L S C I E N C E S (N L O N D O N
Levinson is grateful that he has
/oUR D been given the chance to gain this
The London School of Economics and Political Science offers junior year study,
experience, and hopes to continue
41st
postgraduate diplomas, one-year Masters degrees and research opportunities
it throughout his fellowship. He
PREPARE FOR:
in the heart of London in a wide range of social sciences. Subjects include
finds it difficult to decide which he
Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies,
likes more, coaching or counseling.
Said Levinson,"They are both veryEconometrics, Economics, Economic History, Geography, Government, Industrial
rewarding and challenging; they're
Relations, International History, International Relations, Law, Management Science,
people jobs."
Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Social Administration, Social Work.
cont. from p. 1
monetary restrictions as there
would be at the Hospital.

Levinson Coaches,
Interns with Winer

Campaign'80

SGA Meeting

Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Fees £2000 (approx. $4500) a year. Limited financial assistance available.
' Application blanks from:
Pro-Director, L.S.E.. Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AE, England.
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.
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English Reviews Fiscal 1981 Budget
The College's Budget Statement for 1980-81 was prepared by
James F. English Jr., Vice President for Finance and Planning.
Trinity's Board of Trustees recently approved the College's
operating budget for the fiscal year 1980-81. It had been
recommended by the administration after consultation with the
faculty's Financial Affairs Committee and other groups within the
College. It reflects a number of underlying forces with which we are
all familiar: accelerating inflation, soaring energy costs, lagging
salary levels, and other pressures which have been building up
within the current year's very restrictive budget.
,
Student charges are always a key item. They define the first
figures on the page, but they are one of the last items to be
determined. Total fees (tuition, room, board, and general fee) will
rise $1,000 or 14.8%, from $6,750 to $7,750 in 1980-81. This is
obviously a large jump. But it is by no means excessive when
compared with increases which our sister colleges are being forced
to make. Many are increasing their fees by more than this amount,
and our total charges will still be near the bottom of the group with
which we compare ourselves. We are acutely aware of the added
pressures this will put on many ofiOur students and their families,
however, and have included an increase of like proportions (14.8%)
in the allowance of regular financial aid.
Income from the two other principal sources, endowments and
gifts, is also budgeted to rise substantially. Endowment income is
projected to be up by 13.7% over the 1979-80 budget and by 8%
over our present forecast of 1979-80 actual ($2,500,000). If the
economy moves into recession, we can expect fewer dividend
increases, but we will be helped by new income from the unusually
large additions to endowment principal that we are enjoying-Nthis
year. Annual Giving (excluding "Other," which is erratic) is
budgeted to rise 12.5% over this year's budget, but the figure is a
trifle less than what we optimistically hope to achieve in this year's
campaign ($772,000). This seems sufficiently conservative despite
the many uncertainties in the economy. Short term investment
income is pegged at $495,000. This is probably low, but we cannot
be sure when today's enormously high interest rates will begin to
fall.
Auxiliary Enterprise income is projected to rise by ,11.4%. The
Board Fee will be up 9.1% and the Room Rent 16.3%. Despite these
hefty increases our budget still shows a deficit of $285,000 from
auxiliary enterprises, largely the dormitories. Sensitivity to energy
costs makes it especially difficult to bring the dormitory operation
- into balance.
On the expense side, our principal concern has been salaries and
employee benefits. Together they account for over one-half of total
expenses, but we have been concerned that compensation rates for
both faculty and staff have been lagging behind the rate of inflation.
The new budget contemplates that salaries will be increased by
somewhat over 11%. Increases for faculty members will be
across-the-board; for others they will reflect an effort to achieve
/,W^«^i5Mjlj9pnsi?te.njgy and to recognize merit. We also plan significant1
improvements-.in' the benefit package. The total salary and benefit
account will rise by roughly 12%, although its rate of increase will,
of course, vary from one functional area to another.
The largest of these functional areas, appropriately enough, is
Instruction, and expenses in this category are budgeted to rise
13.8%. The faculty salary component will rise 14.6%, reflecting,
among other things, the activation of the new Kenan Chair (offset,
on the revenue side, by added income from the Kenan Fund), Staff
benefits will also be up substantially. We are providing for some
new equipment in certain departments. The budget for the library is
up 10.9%. We have been helped somewhat in this important
category by a decline in the allowance for student help resulting
from the availability of a greater amount of federal "work study"
money. These two categories together, constituting our principal,
purely academic expenses, will rise by 13.4%. They will decline,
however, from 43.4% to 42.9% of total Educational and General
Expenses. The reason for this is the rapid (19.3%) rise in budgeted
expenditures for Operation and Maintenance of Educational Plant.
In addition, the present economy makes a contingency of 1,2% a
necessary precaution. If they are. excluded from the total, the share
devoted to. Instruction and Library rises in next year's budget from
52.4% to 52.8%.
.
..
The problem with plant expenditures, of course, is largely energy
costs. For the current year (1979-80) we originally budgeted utilities
at $968,050, 20.3% over last year's actual expenditures of $804,606.
Because of the unprecedented rise in oil prices, however, we expect
a budget overrun this year of approximately $125,000, which will
bring actual expenditures to approximately $1,093,000 or 35.8%
over,last year. For next year we are allowing $1,293,000, for an
increase of 5200,000 or 18.3%". We think this is conservative
because we will have new and more efficient boilers; our energy
control system will be in place; and we will-have converted to
natural gas. Without these moves, we would probably be budgeting
another 5150,000 for utilities — a cost which would have added
another $100 to' student fees. This saving is largely offset elsewhere
in the physical plant budget'by carrying costs on the debt incurred"
to install the control system and the new boilers. We will be ahead
in subsequent years, however, and the new boilers were necessary
in any event, as the old ones have worn out.
Student services are budgeted to rise 11.7% and include staffing
adjustments in Admissions. The three administrative and
institutional categories will increase by a total of 11.9%. The rates
of increase among these latter categories vary somewhat because of
several reassignments of functions and personnel. The current
year's Public Services and Information category, moreover, was
underbudget by $20,000. If one allows for this adjustment, the
aggregate1 rise in these areas comes to 10.6%. •
Tlie operating budget contains $297,500 for major plant !
improvements and renovations, 7% more than for the current year.
To this we will likely add part of the anticipated surplus for this
year. Competing for these funds is a variety of important captial
projects from which those with highest priority will be selected as
the year develops.

TRINITY COLLEGE
REVENUES
1980-81 BUDGET

Adopted
Budget
1979-80

i Actual
Revenues
1978-79
REVENUES
•
Educational and General
Tuition and Fees
Regular -a)
Tuition Remitted
.
Other Educational Programs -b)

0, Adopted
^Budget
1980-81

$ 7 214 894
60 350
624 796

$ 7 744 050
60 000
605 000

$ 9 027 500
86 000
647 000

7 900 040

8 409 050

9 760 500

2 287 135
705 474
88 995
419 097
57 538
13 345
116 050
149 041

2 375 000
671 500
53 000
330 000
44 700
13 900
143 100
150 000
150 000

2 700
755
15
495
60
15
158
150

11 736 715

12 345 250

14 109 700

891 095
1317 592
14.503
237 775
44 313

965 000
1 495 200
13 000
241 360
41 000

1 019 000
1 740 000
: 16 000
251 400
43 000

2 505 "278

2 755 56q

3 069 400

14 241 993

15 100 810

• 17 17? 100

14 241 993

15 100 810

17 179 100

Endowment Income (net)
Gift Income - Current Purposes
Gift Income - Other
Interest Earned-Short Term Investments
Miscellaneous Income
Income from Athletics
Summerstage
State of CT Tuition Reimbursement
Transfer-Income Stabilization Account

Total Educational and General

000
500
000
000
000
000
700
000

Auxiliary Enterprises
Dining Hall

.• •

:

Dormitories
Houses (Rented) .
Student Center -c)
Student Center - Rathskeller
Total Auxiliary Enterprises
Total Effective Income
Total Expense

<•

$
Excess/(Deficit)
• A * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * *
Annual Fees
Increases
Tuition
General Fee-E & G
General Fee-Student Center
Room Rent
Board Fee

.

-0-

$

4 300
. 50
130
880
920
6 1280
240
1 638 '

$
-0$
-0******* * * * * * * * * *

$

4 600
50
130
*
980
990
$
6 750
$
240
Course Fee-Graduate Program
-a) Student FTE (paying)
1 650
-b) Graduate, Sunnier, Community Education and Barbieri Center Programs

$

$

5 350
50
130
1 140
1 080
7 750
300
1 655

-c),Includes $130 per student from General Fee

• ••

TRINITY COLLEGE
EXI>ENSES
., 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 BUDGET

Actual
Expenses
1978-79
EXPENSES
:
,
, /
Educational and General
Instruction
Ceneral Administration
Student Services
Public Services & Information
General Institutional
Library
Operation & Maint. Educational Plant

Financial Aid - Regular
Financial Aid - Special
State of CT Tuition Reimbursement
Tuition Remitted.
Fellovships & Prizes
Other Educational Programs -a)
Athletics
Summerstage
.•
Contingency
Total Educational and General'

Adoplcd
Budget
1979-80

Adopted
Budget
1980-81

$ 4 235 852
408 051
806 607
614 162
627, 730
578 683
1 753 324

$ 4 591. 195
452 200
846 655
619 405
667 695
6 33 800
2 007 000

$ 5 224 060
488 150
945 390
709 580
748 915
702 730
2 394 675

9 024 409

9 817 950

11 213 520

888 706
124 703
149 041 ,
60 350
6 200
621 565
112 866
, 123 846
36 263

945 800
125 500
150 000
60 000
10 000
615 000
113 300
143 100
55 000

'

:

1 086 050
130 500
150 000
86 000 11 000
665 000
125 400
158 700
198 830 .

11 147 949

12 035 650

13 825 000

Auxiliary Enterprises
Dining Hall
Dormitories
Houses
Student Center
Student Center - Rathskeller

886 661
1 572 485
66 074
210 626
44 313

965 000
1 772 800
45 000
241 360
41 000

1 019 000
1 991 200
• 49 800
251 100
43 000

Total Auxiliary Enterprises

2 780 159

3 065 160

3 354 100

Provision for Capital Improvements
Provision for Contingencies

Total Expenses

200 000.
• 113 885

$14 241 993

•

$15 100 810

(a- Graduate, Summer, Community Education, and E'arbieri, Carter Progtams

$17 179 100
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Editorial
News and
Bad News
First, the good news. While we will all be paying a
good bit more in total fees, Trinity's percentage
increase falls in the middle range of other increases of
small liberal arts colleges. Amherst's fees increased
18.2 percent. Williams' increase amounted to a 16
percent hike. Our total fees are still much lower. It will
be in the best interests of Trinity, especially with
respect to its admissions pool, to keep total fees
somewhat lower than Williams, Amherst, and other
similar schools.
.
.
The College should be iauded for its foresight in
budgeting a proportionate increase in financial aid. A
significant increase in the contingency fund is also a
prudent move in light of unpredictable-energy costs.
The Faculty will also receive a well deserved raise in
total compensation. Forced to comply with the Carter
guidelines last year, faculty compensation has a good
deal of ground to make up. We believe expenditures in<
this area are the most important ones in the entire
budget. We are happy to see the Trustees and the
Administration recognize the importance of these
increases, in short, the good news is that given the total
financial resources available to Trinity, the financial
status of the College is solid. For the eleventh year, the
Trinity budget is in balance. We believe that Mr.
English and the Trustee Finance Committee have done
a commendable job.
.
Now for the bad news. It is clear that small liberal
arts colleges are rapidly becoming institutions which
fewer and fewer people can afford to attend. As total
fees rise every year, students must make trade offs
between the costs and potential benefits of a liberal arts
education. Fee hikes of 14.8 percent make state schools
look more appealing than ever. While a proportionate
increase in financial aid funding has been allocated,
this will probably not keep pace with the number of
students who will need financial assistance. Liberal arts
colleges will have trouble maintaining diverse student
bodies if fees continue to spiral upward. The increases
at Trinity are worrisome given the fact that Trinity has
already moved to reduce the size of its faculty and
administrate. It is clear that the inflation rate in this country is the
villain behind these fee hikes. High inflation .rates
threaten the existence of things like savings,
investments, and liberal arts colleges. No one has a
foolproof cure for this problem. We all know that it
cannot continue indefinitely. We hope that voters will
take into account the sorry stateof our economy when it
comes time to choose our elected officials. ,
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Over the Transom

I Won't Run, Don't Ask Me
Ronald Reagan is a leading candidate, and he is at least 14 years
By now, most of ray friends know too old.
Foreign policy. This is decidedly
that I have inspected the candidates in, the Presidential race and not my subject; perhaps I should
decided to support John Anderson imitate Jimmy Carter when he ran
of Illinois. (Indeed, I settled on as an outsider to Washington in
Anderson several weeks before the 1976, and state, "All policy is
New Hampshire primary and well foreign to me." Foreign policy is
-before Massachusetts \ and Ver- complicated and boring, and I
mont; with the recent boom in follow it only because it threatens
popularity of my candidate, I am to involve me in a war. In a sense, it
considering printing a "For An- gives new meaning to the phrase
derson Since January" button as a "deadly dull."
Federal bureaucracy. The White
new status symbol.)
However, I spent some time over House anil" Executive Branch are
the Christmas break surveying sprawling institutions; indeed, no
other options, and rejected one sooner did Trinity cut the
only after a great deal of thought. I Department of Education than it
have decided not to run for showed up anew in the Cabinet. As
President, I would call attention to
President myself.
Frankly, I was tempted. I have America's literary and comalready finished my English major, munications problems by installing
a Department of English, but
and could have earned my
Congress
would probably put a
remaining credits through independent study in political psychoanalytic critic on it.
Inflation. I have spent four years
science; Dr. Yiannakis or Dr.
Neaverson might have been my observing grade inflation at Trinity,
advisor, and campaign manager. but fiscal inflation is something
Also, I have strong opinions on the else. There have been many studies
issues —• of course, to those of us on the subject, and, basically, I feel
on the Tripod the issues are what the problem has been blown out of
come out Tuesday morning — and proportion.
Theorists have sought to check
I think I could have run a good
campaign. I decided against it for inflation by raising productivity,
several reasons, which I'd like to go which creates a surplus of goods
and thus lowers prices. But
into here.
workers, having produced more
Age. Actually, this was not a
goods, are rewarded with higher
factor in my decision, despite
wages, and use them to buy up the
several people's claims that I am 14
surplus. This is why tax cuts are
years too young for the Presidency. inflationary, and why John Conby Eric Grevstad

nally was always trying to convince
people that, being given one,
Americans would put the money in
the bank and not spend it. The
central problem of inflation is
getting people to stop buying
things, and I believe that the
simplest and best method is to raise
prices.
•,
The draft. I am .opposed to
registration, and I am opposed to
the idea of drafting people. Most oE
all, I am opposed to the idea of
drafting Gerald Ford.
Campaigning.
More than
anything else, though, I am staying
out of the race because I don't like
certain aspects of the selection
process. A President may sleep till
noon, but a Presidential candidate
has to be up at 6:00 to shake hands
outside a New Hampshire factory.
Also, candidates have to wear
suits and dress shoes, two pf myleast favorite articles of clothing;
and they have to wear ties. I am not
good at wearing neckties. I have an
invariable way of tying one so that
it looks like a clip-on. Worse, I
: always forget to* brush my teeth
before putting on my necktie, and
then I have trouble keeping it out
of the sink.
.Besides, I still havg my studies to
think of. Being President would be
a lot of fun, but I have been here
for four years and haven't
graduated yet. The country will
just have to wait.
But I'm free this summer, in case
John Anderson wants a running

frr*

Letters j i
rumors are unfounded. Although
the Student Government Planning
Board'and the vast majority of the
To the College Community:
student body picked the Talking
The Board of Fellows and the
Heads as their first choice for the
members of the Trustee's CommitSpring Weekend band, it is impostee on Student Life who were able
sible to book them on May 3, the
to sit with the Fellows during their
day of the concert. Three members
meeting on Friday afternoon,
of the band will be in the Bahamas
March 14, have asked me to thank,
that day recording an album and
. through the Tripod, 'the underwill not be able to take the
graduates who spoke with them at
afternoon off to play at Trinity,
the meeting.
They appreciate the concern
expressed there about the reduction of the Counseling Center staff
in 1981 and wish to let students
know that they have asked the
Administration to plan for that
reduction in a manner which will
result in -the least damage to the
quality of service the Center has
rendered.
It1 is our plan to' review the
manner in which the service will be
offered after August 1981 with the
Faculty Committee on Administration before the end of the current
academic year. A similar view will
be conducted there after with the
Trustee Committee 'on Student
Life.
We will also review this consolidation and others planned for
1980-81 with SGA officers in Jate
April and again in October of 1980.
Sincerely,
Thomas A. Smith
Vice-President of the College

Fellows Thank You

Spring Weekend
T j the Editor:
Every day I hc»r more and more
rumors that the Talking Heads will
be performing at Trinity on Spring
Weekend. Unfortunately, these

The concert, though, will be
excellent even without the Talking
Heads, David Johansen will be the
main attraction. He has toured the
United Stales several times and has
frequented Stage West and Shaboo. One critic has said that of all
performers, Joharisen and Springsteen put the most energy into their
shows. The warm-up band has not
yet been decided upon. Please be
cont. on p. 10
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Hartford
Hartford in Brief
Avcollie Sentenced
Former State Representative Bernard L. Avcollie was sentenced
to 18 years to life, Friday, for the 1975 murder of his wife, Wanda.
Avcollie will be allowed to remain free oh $100,000 bond pending
the second round of court appeals. Avcollie did not ask for a light
sentence, instead, stood before the court insisting on his innocence.
Avcollie was originally found guilty by a jury, but that decision
was overturned by judge Simon Cohen, who has since retired. The
State appealed the case, and won the guilty verdict in the appeal.
Avcollie will appeal the recent guilty verdict in another round of
appeals.

Quirk Ousted by Hartford Dems
Hartford Democratic Chairwoman Dorothy Quirk was ousted last
Wednesday night by a new Hartford Democratic Town Committee
and replaced by member James A. Crowley. The vote was 26-23 in
favor of Crowlev.
,
The deciding votes were cast by members representing the North
end, specifically the Upper Albany and Blue Hills neighborhoods.

Protesters March on City Hall
Demonstrators from Hartford's North end and South end
marched on City Hall Monday night angrily protesting the city's
lack of action with regard to the improvement of living conditions.
Approximately 400 people marched along Main Street to the City
Hall, where few elected officials were present, and pushed p a s t '
police into the City Council Chambers.
After two chaotic hours of the heated confrontation, the meeting
was recessed. Hartford police were assigned to protect Deputy
Mayor Robert F. Ludgin and City Councilman Antonio Gonzalez
after reports were made of their being threatened. Police said that
they would remain guarding the men until early Tuesday morning.

Americans Win Final Cup
In the "Last" Aetna World Cup tennis tournament being held in
Hartford, the American team was able to defeat the Australian team
5-2.
In this special' competition for 35 year olds and over, the
Americans were able to hold onto their lead by winning the final
doubles competition last Sunday afternoon. In this match,
Americans Dennis Ralston and Charles Pesareil came back from a
*i»$S in the first set to defeat Australians Rod Laver and Roy
Emerson,"3-6r 7-S, 6-2. If was Australia's fifth straight Joss in the
Cup and ended the series in favor of the United States at 6-5.

UConn Library To Open on Weekends
Officials at the University of Connecticut stated last week that
normal weekend hours will be restored at the Storrs campus library
beginning March 22. A hiring freeze forced the state to close the'
library on Friday nights and all day Saturday since mid-January.

LEARN"
~"
WILDERNESS
In the rugged mountains of Wyoming and Washington,
NOLS is teaching the essential skills of b.ickcountry living.

On the Alaskan artic tundra
and the grasslands of Kenya,
East Africa, NOLS students
are learning the challenges
of enjoying and preserving
the wild lands of, the e'arth.
For fifteen years THE
NATIONAL OUTDOOR
LEADERSHIP SCHOOL has
trained wilderness leaders
for most of the major outdoor programs in this
country. Today, the unique
non-profit educational center
offers over 30 different
backcountry courses which
range in length
from 2
weeks to 3 1 !: months.
If you want to LEARN
WILDERNESS this summer
send for your free copy oM
the 1980 NOLS catalogue./

of courses.
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City Politics: The Future is Unclear
by Carl Schiessl
One day last May, 12-year-old
Julio Lozada and three of his
friends were playing in an abandoned garage at 18-20 Center
Street in Hartford's Clay Hill
neighborhood. In the course of
their play, the boys began ramming
a dilapidated brick wall with some
boards. The wail had been missing
many bricks already, and the boys
had little trouble dislodging other
bricks/
Suddenly, the entire wall
collapsed. The boys ran. Only three
emerged. Julio remained trapped
inside as the garage collapsed. His
body was found by police and
neighbors after firefighters had left
the scene.
The death of Julio Lozada has
spurred much unrest on the part of
concerned citizen groups regarding
living conditions in the city. This
concern has turned into protest as
a result of the deaths of four men
who were trapped-in a fire at a
building at Main and Belden
Streets in Hartford. These groups
are demanding enforcement of the
housing code as well as improved
overall living conditions.
Coupled with the political
vacuum caused by a defeat of
Deputy Mayor Nicholas Carbone
in last November's mayoral
election and the subsequent end of
his ten-year reign of political
control in Hartford, it appears that
there is a leadership crisis in
Connecticut's capital city, and the
current political leaders in the city
are being faced with a serious
challenge from angry citizen
.groups. .
. i
•
,
The housing • issue came to a
head last Monday evening, as 400
demonstrators from North End
and South End neighborhoods
marched into City Hall and pushed
past police into the City Council
chambers.The protesters were
demanding the arrest of the city
manager, the fire marshall, and
housing code enforcement of-^—
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ficials, for their roles in the deaths
of Lozada and the men killed in the
Belden fire.
Eugenio Caro, a leader of the
march and chairman of the
Committee of 24, a Hispanic
activist group, presented a list of
demands, including assignment of a
Human Relation Commission to
monitor and oversee six resolutions
which were adopted by the City
Council in November to improve
city housing and code enforcement programs.
AfteT over two chaotic hours, the
meeting became so heated that
some in the crowd had to be
restrained by other protesters.
Hartford police assigned details to
protect.Deputy Mayor Robert F.
Ludgin and City Councilman
Antonio Gonzalez after they were
threatened during the meeting.
Ludgin was the object of much
abuse by the demonstrators, as he
argued with Mayor George
Athanson over what he called his
inability to maintain order and with
Council Majority Leader Rudolph
Arnold about providing a Spanish^
speaking interpreter for the crowd.;
Atjianson's lack of leadership ai
the meeting was a point of criticism
by many of the councilmen, some
of whom offered to take the chair
from Athanson and attempt tp
calm things down.
Caro said during the meeting
that the protesters, who were
mostly Hispanic residents, but did
include some blacks and whites,
did not want any more promises
from city officials about improving
the housing situation.
Following this incident, the lack
of leadership became increasingly
evident, as Athanson, Ludgin, (he
City Council members, and City
Manager Donald C. Peach traded
verbal assaults aiid criticized each
other's actions during the meeting.
Ludgin claimed that^he was spat
upon during the Council meeting,
' which he described as "an ugly and
disturbing', event" and called
™»--^
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Get Acquainted with

"Volpe's Gafe"
corner of Broad and New Britain Ave.f
Every day- is a Happy Day front
11 am - 7 pm. - all drinks 'LOO
mon. nite special - Mic. 12 oz draft 75*

MAD MURPHY'S
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTL Y

lues., March 18 - Down East
Wed.-Thurs., March 19-20 - High Times
Fri.Sat., March 21-22 - Turkey Foot
Sun., March 23 - Storm
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COLLEGE CREDIT
AVAILABLE:

Write: NOLS Dept. J
P.O. Box AA
•
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\ call (307) 332-4381
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Athanson's actions at the meeting
"a pitiful display of impotence."
Athanson responded by citing
Ludgin's
recent
statements
criticizing the Clay Hill neighborhood as partly responsible for
the death of 12-year-old Lozada as
a reason the large crowd gathered.
Caro labeled Ludgin a bigot for his'
remarks.
City Manager Donald Peach,
who was hired by the Council
under Nick Carbone, stressed that
the city has improved housing code
enforcement and has consolidated
housing, building, and fire code
inspection services. He said that
steps were being taken to implement the six resolutions passed
by the previous council.
V.
The resolutions:
* Call for the establishment of a
housing code hot line and
deadlines for making repairs to
buildings violating codes.
•ft Ask that information about
the powers and procedures of the
city's Fair Rent Commission be
printed in Spanish as well as
English.
- ft Require the city to conduct
an aggressive program to let lowincome and moderate-income
residents acquire city-owned
property to rehabilitate,
•is .Instruct the city manager to
set up a time schedule for revising
the city's housing code.
Call for monitoring alleged
redlining by banks and insurance
companies.
iV Provide that more Spanish
speaking personnel be hired by the
city's inspection services departments.
Mayor Athanson proposed that
the resolutions be fully enforced,
and the matter was referred to the
. council's Housing, Health, and
Code Enforcement Commission.
Ludgin argued that previous
council resolutions are not binding
until examined and adopted by the
• new council.
The -growing rift between
Athanson, Ludgin, and, Peach, as
_ well as the lack of faith in .
Athanson's leadership capabilities
expressed by City Council
members such as Rudy Arnold of
the predominantly black neighborhood of Blue Hills and Antonio:
Gonzalez of the Hispanic areas,'
signify the existence of a politicaj- :
leadership vacuum in the city as ai ;
result of the end of Carbone'sr:
reign. The recent ouster o |
Democratic^ Town Committed'•
chairman Dorothy Quirk of'ttujfj
South End, thus ending her stint a$
the most powerful figure in the. i
dominant Democratic party in the
city, has weakened the coalition
that defeated
Carbone
in
November.
With the increased grassroots
involvement symbolized by the
march of last Monday night, it is
clear that politics in Hartford is in a
state of transition, and the citizens
of Hartford, who are primarily
minority group members, are tired
of the lack of effective action by
Hartford, political leaders'.
The future in city politics is quite
unclear, and the possibility for
change if very real, as city officials!
continue to vie for leadership roles
in a political environment in which
organized- ethnic and neighborhood groups are becoming
more vocal anil more active in
taking part in the creation of city
policies. The political in-fighting in
the democratic party has caused
turmoil in the city, and the contest
for political leadership will continue in the unstable Insurance
th_ vacuum is filled.
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Connecticut Educational Telecommunication!
Connecticut Public Televista G(mr

Logo appearing on the CETC building located at 24 Summit Street.

photo by Steve Pekock

by Joseph McAleer
This is the Qrst section of a two-part article ifaaii
aUn8
Connecticut Public Broadcasting.
Many of us have heard of the Public Broadcasting System (vn
and are familiar with the high-quality programming it provide
local, non-commercial television stations across the country 1 !
connoisseurs of fine music may even have heard of the
Public Radio Network (NPR), which is a type of PBS over
airwaves.
But how many are aware that with the vital assistance of Trinit neighbor, Connecticut Public Television (CPTV), such fine ™ M-*
television .programs as The MacNell/Lehrer Report and The Du
Cavett Show, not to mention countless others, are prenated !
P
Vla
satellite for broadcast nationwide?
And how many realize that that large, Star-Wars-tyne ««•-.„„
recently erected in the CPTV parking lot is aimed toward a comrT
satellite orbiting 23,000 miles above the earth, receivine x2
programs for WPBH-FM, Connecticut Public Radio (CPR)?
_ Indeed, wonders abound inside the complex of the Connecticut
Educational Telecommunications Corporation (CETC), located at 24
Summit Street - a stone's throw away from the New South Campus
dormitory. This structure houses the main offices and production
facilities for both CPTV and CPR, which together provide
educational entertainment for the state of Connecticut. Through1
public support, this is done with the most sophisticated space-age
technology, including nationwide microwave and satellite broadcasting systems. One will soon recognize the tremendous variety of
services that Connecticut Public Broadcasting provides at
absolutely no cost to the public.

Connecticut Public Broadcasting History

P ^ t o by Steve Pekock

Set for fundraiser "Festival 80" located in CPTV production studio.

Interestingly enough, Trinity College played a major role in the
commencement of Connecticut Public Television, back in 1962.
Previously, a group of concerned private citizens got together and
created the Connecticut Educational Television Corporation, a
non-profit organization dedicated to establishing public television f to it, tl
stations throughout the state. The State of Connecticut was |simplj:
interested in the project, but it had never gotten off the ground.
ink, CP
According to Vice President of the College Thomas Smith, this ftellite
new corporation approached then-President of Trinity Alfred Jacobs jfeflecteji
and asked for space to house their broadcast facilities. The jrey are
basement of the Library was vacant at the time, so Trinity hat has
relinquished the area, and allowed for a creation of a broadcasting lave to
tation
antenna atop Clement Chemistry Building,
So in 1962, WEDH Channel 24 b e g a h ^ W ^ M i n g ft™, the leport i
library basement. This educational station, in blacKTflfflWSSTwi*
the first of its kind in Connecticut, the third such station in New
The [
England, and one of only 67 public television stations nationwide.
In 1966, Channel 24 vacated the basement of the library and set bmeft
up shop in the newly-renovated Boar'dman Hall, a life sciences ducatj
building that used to stand between Mather Campus Center and
f CPT'
Austin Arts Center. When today's Life Sciences Center was
SJartfoi
completed in the early 1970's., Boardman Hall was.demolished.
h New
Jack Kean, presently Vice-President of Engineering for CPTV, ire on I;
has fond memories of the station's early years at Boardman Hall. jmiveri
Kean found working in the college itself a "great experience," hicrow
though Boardman Hall was not the best place from which to run a (art, til
television station. When the heating system was activated in the old I
structure, Kean recalled, the pipes would rattle so loud that "you
couldn't hear the announcer" broadcasting the news. Nevertheless, I CPT)
in retrospect, CPTV's "association with Trinity has been a good in Sum
^rge si
one," Kean states.
irograi
Furthermore, he points out, "a parade of Trinity people" were itilized
attracted to CPTV, and today are important members of the he co;
organization. Alfred Steel, Jr., the Vice President of Development espon;
for CPTV and a Trinity alumnus, is one of these.
elevisi
With the demolition of Boardman Hall, CFrVmoved into its ioints'
modern telecommunications center in 1971, constructed on land lotice
provided by Trinity. What must have seemed a spacious complex at
the time is now a bit cramped, particularly with the introduction of 4
The
additional television station around the state, as well as the debut of
iroduc
Connecticut Public-Radio in 1978. WPBH, 90.5 FM, Middlefield,
has attracted quite a large audience in its two-year existence. With lerfori
a firm foundation, both CPTV and CPR look like they are here *n heatre
ole or
stay.
•atdW.

The Organization
"Public broadcast stations are licensed to four different
categories of entitiles - some are licensed to universities, some to
schools or school districts, some to state governments or agencies,
and many to community boards." So states Paul K. Taff, the
President of CETC, in a recent issue of the monthly CPTV program
guide. Taff notes that CPTV and CPR are licensed to the latter
category, and that the Connecticut Educational Telecommunications Corporation is the only community licensee st.-ving an entire
state, in the whole United States.

Main video-tape library for CPTV.

photoijy Steve Pekock

The Board of Trustees of CETC consists of 39 men and women,
each of whom played an important role in establishing public
broadcasting in Connecticut. During the years that CPTV was
stationed on the campus of Trinity, two representatives from the
college were permitted to sit on the board as well. At present,
Vice-President Smith, due to a personal interest, assumes both
positions on the board for the college. In fact, Smith is the first
vice-chairman, and holds a seat on the Executive Committee as
well.
According to Smith, the Board meets four times per year, and is
in charge of major policy decisions concerning the corporation. The
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^rporati.on: Serving Connecticut for 18 Years
%• Connecticut Public Radio
*I4 )ard hires Paul Taff as the Chief Executive Officer, who manages
e CETC operation, "trying to keep the whole thing going," he
•BS), ates. Therefore, Taff acts as the liaison between the Board and the
!Son ETC operation.

Connecticut Public Television

•adio

But what of the CPTV1 operation itself? Connecticut Public
'y's ilevision is a member of the Eastern Educational Network (EEN),
W
' e large programming organization consisting of 120 public
"di levision stations-nationwide. These stations are connected by, an
™ tensive system of microwave communication, which permits
eedy transmission and reception of television signals between the
» itions. CPTV's microwave antennas are situated on top of their
i lecommunications center, and atop nearby Avon Mountain.
*• All of EEN's microwave systems eventually feed into a "main
<=," a major microwave lirtk between Boston, Hartford, New York,
fat liladclphia, Washington, D.C., and Baltimore. One may wonder
M ly Hartford is included in this list of cities that have distinguished
npils iblie television stations, such as WGBH in Boston and WNET
Ctl'Oi. New York. Interestingly enough, Hartford contains the satellite
Jvidticeive/transmit terminal for the entire Eastern Educational
Oliglltwork, one of only 5 of its kind in the nation.
:-ajj ^Engineer Jack Kane explains the significance of this satellite
road'ffminal. Two years ago, PBS, of which EEN is a part, decided to
;iyol fribark upon a new era of Public Broadcasting when a system of
s ji ttellite ^distribution of television programs was established. The
lain reason behind this bold move was the ever-increasing cost of
ie microwave system -10,000 miles worth of lines, paid by the mile
ich year! Now, with a satellite distribution system, greater
)H 'Pgram flexibility and diversity at reduced costs and near-perfect
•' chnical quality and'sound is offered. This $37.million system,
11 (he rthermore, will pay for itself in ten years.
1%!, There are five satellite uplinks across the country that serve the
tnJ Jblic Broadcasting' system; only Hartford's, located at the .
jji, i niversity of Hartford campus, has a direct microwave line running
/jsjgi to it, the "main link." The principle behind satellite distribution
w simple: programs are fed to CPTV via the EEN microwave main
Rl ik, CPTV broadcasts them up to the Westar I Communications
His itellite, orbiting the earth at 23,000 miles, whereupon they are
icobs 'fleeted back to earth. When the programs "fall" from the sky,
UK ley are received by any public television station across the country
rinltvla^nas a satellite receiver. As one can see, no longer do programs
5ll,. ive to travel miles and miles along microwave lines to every
ation in the country. Now, for example, The MacNeil/Lehrer
fa. eport is sent via microwave link to Hartford, is transmitted to the
-•"- 1 l ^ ! ; e ^ § j b , ' < i ' J ' e ? e c t e c * back, being received by PBS stations
KCT rtSfrtfre country, 'simultaneously, for broadcast.'
^1^ The great importance of CPTV to the nation is obvious. On the
)(jsei )me front, CPTV's operation is just as significant in providing fine,
ences l u c a t i ° n a ' programs to the people of Connecticut.
r ana CPTV operates five UHF stations across the state: Channels 24 in
was artford, 49 in Bridgeport, 53 in Norwich, 61 in Waterbury, and 65
id.
New Haven. At present, production facilities outside of Hartford
:PTV, e only available at Channel 49, located on the campus of Fairfield
Hall niversity. All five channels are connected by^a "Round Robin"
nee," icrowave broadcast system, centered in Hartford. For the most
run a ir(, the stations simulcast each other each day.
ie old
"you CPTV produces several programs of its own at the CETC complex
:less, Summit Street. The production facilities are centered around one
rge studio, which is adapted to suit the individual needs of each
ogram. Complex audio and video equipment surround the studio,
were ilized by the engineering staff, boasted by Taff to be "the finest in
f the e country." These unsung heroes behind the cameras are
itient sponsible for bringing every program broadcast by CPTV to your
levision screen, and must run a "transparent operation," as Kean
0 its ints out. A fine television broadcast is one where "you don't
land tice anything technologically," he states; this is not an easy task.

One of the three CPTV studio cameras

phnf 0 by Steve Pekock

Audio Director for CPTV Master Control, Debbie Miller. She controls sound for the five CPTV stations.
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The half-hour Nancy Savin/The' Arts program (a CPTV'
aduction) consists of enlightening conversations with and
rformances by performers from the fields of music, dance,
eatre, and other arts. Members of the studio audience play a dual
Ie on the show: they must keep the essential 'silence as well as
adly applaud-when a signal is given. The three complex television
T»«te are occasionally directed at the audience, creating new
'ars on Connecticut Public Television.
r

Nancy Savin is the host uf the program, aired on Thursday nights
er CPTV. Savin has been with CPTV since 1977, at which time she
is an interviewer for a public-affairs program, aptly-titled
mnecticut. She does not view her present program as an
vertisement for events in the arts; rather, Nancy Savin/The Arts
nforms arid entertains at the same time," she notes. The show
pes advantage of Connecticut's tremendous artistic resources aiw?
ings them closer to the public by allowing the performers
imselves to speak of their professions. Was it difficult securing
: own show? Ms. Savin sees public broadcasting as the type of
•eer when you can be wher you want, if you want it hard enough.
J a "hard and aggressive" field, she notes "for only the most
rsistent and courageous persons." However, as Ms. Savin
ays, "I've never worked as hard and enjoyed it as much."
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Video-tape equipment located at CPTV Master Control.
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Letters
coiit. from p. 9
assured that this will not be a
mellow weekend.
Sincerely,
Daryl Froelich
SGPB
Chairman, Concert and
Dance Committee

RA Role
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to expand on a comment
made by David Carvill (Letters,
3/11). RAs are presumably selected because they are mature,
tactful, sensitive to the needs of
others, and possess relatively sophisticated interpersonal skills. All
these qualities, when coupled with
information concerning the works
of the College provided during RA
orientation, produces annually a
group of people capable of dealing
effectively with emergency/crisis
situations as they arise in the residences. During these periods it is
assumed thatour training will enable us to remain level-headed
during the crisis and connect students in trouble with available resources in the administrative
structure.

service and NOTHING more. To
ask us to be more is unfair to us and
to students in need of counseling. It
is also potentially dangerous. (I am
fully aware that It is not the Administration's intent to utilize the
RAs to "fill the void left by Lee's
removal," but argue that this could
be one possible — probable? —
result of the decision to remove a
counseling position.)
If we have to live with retrenchment (and it seems we —rather
YOU do) and given the current use
of the counseling center, I propose
that Vice-President Smith? and
Residential Director Dow agree to
immediately undertake a period of "
formal training to get some formal
accreditation in the counseling
field. (Dr. Higgins, Dean Winer,
and, Chaplain Tull have such
accreditation.) If, as VicePresident Smith suggested, other
administrators will pick up the
counseling load, it is only proper
that these administrators be able to
effectively provide counseling
services, as did the Associate
College Counselor.

I realize that it takes a lot of time
to get the necessary accreditation,
and that both Smith and Dow are
very, very busy with their
respective duties as it is now, but I
feel that such accreditation is
RAs currently work in con- essential and, at the very least,
junction- with the College necessary for them to have if they
Counselors in various ways both are going to provide counseling
during and after crises situations, services, which, by the way, is also
as an adjunct to the services very time-consuming.
provided by the Counselors.
Of course, if neither of them
Clearly, if there is a reduction in have the time in their 'schedules
available counseling services and
now to undertake this training
an unchanging demand for such
because of other
pressing
services, the counseling load will
responsibilities, perhaps those
have to be spread out among others
involved in the decision to remove
at the College. . •Vice-President:
Smith indicated that Chaplain Tull, the position of Associate College
Dean Winer, Residential Director Counselor should reconsider...
Respectfully submitted,
Dow, and himself would be
Scott Myers, '80
available to meet the demand and
RA, Jarvis Dormitory
would assume increased counseling
xsponsibilities. V submit that
smith, Dow, and Winer are
overburdened with their adninistrative responsibilities as it is
low. I also submit that potential To the Editor: ,
ncreased 'ise of RAs to perform
The letter which appeared in last
;uch tasks as "keeping an eye" on a week's Tripod, entitled "Wrong
students(s) who may be gQirig Priorities," is worthy . of both
,hrough-a "rough time" but .who comment and clarification. Like
;annot get extra counseling time, Mr. Carvill, I have been affiliated
jecause the load on the counselor! with the" RC/A program here at
s too heavy may become Trinity for two years. I -am
lecessary.
- '
disturbed by Mr. Carvill's
unsubstantiated
I believe that relying on RAs to sweeping,
oerform these tasks as part of their criticisms of the program in
10b would be a grave mistake: we general, and by his attempts to
lo not have the training, nor the cpnnect two distinct issues on
iophistication to deliver such campus which are virtually
services; nor should we be given unrelated. Allow me to respond to
,
ncreased training to enable us to the latter first.
lo so (lest we become overzealojus
Along with the increased salary
vith our limited knowledge and which RC/As will receive next
jffer assistance to people who do year, those of us who have served
lot .need or wish it from us). We in the program have .seen our
ire strictly an emergency referral duties and responsibilities increase

More on RA's
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significantly, not only at the outset
of this academic year, but
throughout it. This year's RC/As
were subject to somewhat stricter
job guidelines than they had expected upon assuming their
positions. The pay increase for next
year will not affect this year's
RC/As retroactively. Considering
this year's RC/As, their responsibilities, and their performance, both individually and as
a group, I would not conclude that
many are in it for the money. I
I believe Mr.Carvill is under, a
misconception if he truly believes,
even in his wildest imagination,
that (I quote from his letter) "VicePresident Smith thinks that the
extra mpney to the R.A. program
will help fill the void left by Lee's
removal . . ." Granted, Mr. Carvill
poses his statement as a question,
wondering how Mr. Smith can
make such an assumption. My
question is how can Mr. Carvill
reason that Mr. Smith views the
RC/A pay increase as an answer
to the College's present retrenchment? The Tripod article of
March 4, 1980 on the pay increase
cites Mr. Smith attributing the
proposed increase to regulations of
the Labor Department. The article
states "The Labor Department
requires- the payment of the
minimum wage to all employees . •,,." The RC/A pay increase is clearly a result of this
requirement, coupled with the
increase in job responsibilities.
Mr C arvill is quite correct in
stating that the RA,position is a
volunteer one at some schools.
However, he fails to tell the other
side of the story. Many schools
provide their RAs with a good deal
more than does Trinity; some even
provide free room and board in
addition to a salary; others a salary
significantly larger than the one
proposed
for
next
year,
Nonetheless, I have never heard an
RA complain that he or she is
underpaid — overworked maybe,
but never underpaid.

cannot be placed upon the RC/A
program.
As a counseling system, we must
never lose sight of the fact that
RC/As are merely students with,
we hope, greater social/emotional
sensitivity than the norm. We never
hava and probably never will
undergo extensive psychological
training. However, with our
heightened awareness and genuine
concern we can provide more than
adequate general peer counseling.
If an RC/A feels that a student
needs further counseling, either
from an academic advisor, college
counselor, or administrator, he or
she should know who to consult ,
and to whom the student should be
referred. In my two years as an
itC/A I have never felt that this
aspect of the program has ever
functioned in any manner but as it
was intended to.
With respect to the RC/A
program as a "quasi-security
system," what is it that RAs are
expected to do? As students, we
have neither the time nor the desire
to act as 'hall patrolmen' so that we
might catch the individual who is
setting off a fire extinguisher in the
act. Our on-call system is in its
second year of operation, and the
bugs in it are continuously being
worked out.
In closing, while the RC/A
program at Trinity may not be
ideal, it is functioning more than
satisfactorily due to the hard work
and commitment of most of those
associated with, it. I do not feel that
the administration has lost sight of
its intent and purpose, and I
welcome those who challenge this
position.
Harry J. Levenstein '80
Resident Coordinator
Jones/Elton

General plans, are already underway to( augment the" RC/A
program with respect to counseling.-While no one expects an •,.
RA to replace a highly4rauie~d, fulltime college counselor, we are
trying to make the best of an
obviously difficult situation. In no
way do I see any causation between
the increased RC/A salaries and
the reduction in the Counseling
Center staff. While both do
concern the economics of the
College, there is no overlap in their
respective'budgets.
Regarding Mr. CarvuTs perceptions of the "deficiencies and
problems with the RA program," I
must take issue with all three of his
claims, none of which are, supported by examples. With respect
to social programming, the
problem does not inherently lie in
the inability of RAs to successfully
program social events, but possibly
with the Trinjty student bpdy. A
dorm function has never pretended
to be a fraternity party. The
success or failure of an event
depends upon its participants. My
experience has been that Trinity
students, in general, are not willing
to participate in non-traditional
social events. Suggestions from
residents are few and far between,
and many prefer a keg party to a
'faculty forum.' While there is
nothing wrong with a^ keg party,
they do become redundant and
boring. Innovative does not appear
to be the key word for the Trinity
. social appetite. Hence, dormitory
• programming either fails through a
lack of participation, or succeeds,
although usually on a relatively
y J n light of,this, failure

..Apalitng Accident

Candidate Debates
To the Editor:
The fight for the White House
moves to Trinity this week, as
students representing the Presidential candidates debate each
other on two separate nights. The
Carter and Kennedy forces will
square off on Tuesday night and
the Reagan, Bush and Anderson
groups will go at it on Thursday
night. Both debates will be at 8:00
pm in the Washington Room in
Mather Campus Center.
The debates will consist tf
opening statements, questions
from a panel of questioners,
questions from the audience and
closing statements. Each candidate "
will be given the opportunity to
answer each question. The moderator for both debates will be Tom
Hefferon '82.
Both debates have been organized by and will be run by the
Trinity students themselves. The
rules for the debate, the selection
of questioners and all of the
logistics have been worked out by
the participants. It is hooped that
these debates, by involving stu;
dents intensely, will promote awareness and interest- in ' the campaigns at Trinity. This is
especially important due to the'
March 25 Connecticut primary.
Tuesday's debate between Carter and Kennedy pits the two top
contenders for the Democratic
nomination against each other.
Bruce Johnson '80 heads up the
Kennedy group while Ted Harlsoc
'83 leads the Carteritcs on campus.
The questioning panel for Tuesday's debate vftHhriaaGfaLo^Dr,
Cl\dc McKec, Associate Tr*rfeb*.«
of Political Science; Patty Hooper
'82, Hartford Editor of the Tripod;
a representative of the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks (TCB); and a
representative of the Committee
for Change at Trinity (CHAT).,
The Republicans will come out
on Thursday night, with Reagan,
Bush and Anderson. Dave Gurliacci '82 is the Reagan leader, Ken
Wyker '83 is in charge of the Bush
people, and Anderson's man is Jim
Pomeroy '81. The questioning
panel on Thursday night will
consist of Jack Chatfield, Lecturer
of History; Dick Dahlirig '81,
Editor-in-Chief of the Tripod; and
Faraj Sahgri '81.
All students are encouraged to
attend; to hear the debate, learn
about the candidates and even ask
a question. The debates will last
approximately one hour.
Sincerely,
,
Tom Hefferon

To the Editor:
1 know that it is not often that we
Trinity students choose to involve
ourselves in the concerns of the
Hartford community, but there is
such a matter that 1 am compelled
to discuss. Last Wednesday evening a Hartford policeman shot and
seriously wounded Guy Brown, a
Black man. He was unarmed and
was shot in the back while being
apprehended for a crime he had no
involvement in. The news media
has already labelled this incident
an "accident," but I do not think
our attention should be so easily
diverted from the matter.
I am appalled by the shooting,
and even more by the way it has
been handled by the media and city
officials. The circumstances of the
ihcident'are questionable and yet
prior to any proper investigation,
the officer and the police department have been cleared of all To the Editor:
responsibility. It may seem pointI am uncertain about my motivaless to attempt to find blame now tions for writing this letter. Mv
that it is over, and Guy Brown is statements stem from anger and
left partially paralyzed, but we insult; thus they will, unfortumust take note that whether nately, be less than objective.
"accidental" or malicious, the Nevertheless, 1 felt obligated to
shooting and the lax attitudes make them and hope that they will
concerning it are totally unaccep- serve some positive use.
table.
.
The other night, 1 encountered
an ugly side of Trinity and ot
It frightens me to khow'that such society in general. A young man in
"accidents" happen so easily, but I the library where I work, vented his
trust" that they are not as easily frustration at paying a fine through
forgotten. The Trinity Coalition of
use of a racist remark. The name of
Blacks has given its support to the
the student is unimportant; the
Hartford NAACP in its effort to
words he used are, unimportant.
coordinate community action in
However, the fact that hate and
response to this outrage. It may
bigotry — which language reflects
benefit the .Trinity population to
join this movement, as none of us — can occur at an institution such
are safe when any of us are as Trinity, or any place elbe. in
1980 is extremely significant.
threatened by such "accident" and
1 did not react to the incident
insensitivity.

Dangerous Attitudes

Melanie Hines

cont. on p. 1)
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Commentary
President Carter: A Leader For Today and Tomorrow
by Ted Hartsoe
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One of Carter's goals when
elected was to reorganize and
streamline the government. He has
been vastly successful in this effort;
his
administration
reduced
government paperwork by 15%,
decreased the number of federal
employees, eliminated over 200 bureaus, agencies, and commissions,
reduced in size of the Executive
Office of the President, and
reformed the Civil Service for the
first time in 100 years. Carter
created two new cabinet departments—Energy, to consolidate
seven existing programs and to
provide for more coordination in
energy policy, and Education, to
improve its effectiveness by
removing it from the immense
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. By deregulating the
airline industry, Carter saved
consumers $2.5 billion, and he has
proposed the deregulation of the
trucking and railroad industries*

Leadership. It has become an
issue in this campaign for the
presidency. If leadership is the
initiation of reforms and new
programs, and successfully pushing
for their adoption, then President
Carter exhibits leadership. If
leadership is solving the problems
facing this nation with a calm,
reasoned approach, and making
just andfair decisions with regard
to those problems, President
Carter demonstrates leadership. If
leadership means working for
peace throughout the world, and
actively seeking that goal with
personal attention, then President
Carter personifies leadership.
President
Carter's
administration has ( accomplished
more than that of any other
President since the New Deal. The
.first President to propose a
comprehensive energy policy,
Carter provided direction in cPresident Carter has also inutting oil imports, boosting
stigated reforms of the welfare and
"•domestic production, and con—.
"income tax systems, and the food
serving gasoline and oil. Fuel
stamp program. He raised the
consumption declined in 1979, as
minimum, wage, saved the Social
did oil imports. Carter tripled
Security System from bankruptcy,
funding for solar energy, provided
established the first national urban
incentives for increased production
policy, and-proposed containment
through the phased decontrol of oil
of hospital costs. Also, without
and gas prices, reorganized the
Carter's reform of the student loan
leadership of the
Nuclear
program, many of you might nqt
Regulatory Commission to better
have been able to attend Trinity.
monitor the industry, and initiated
This reform included an additional
a six-month freeze on the licensing
1.2 million students from middle
of new power plants until further
class families in the program.
safety measures were taken.
Carter has been active in enCongress will pass shortly Carter's
vironmental areas, also. He
proposed windfall profits tax on the
removed from development 115
M&ABikfeiBas&diis" oil.A i c o m o a t i V < r e v e n u e s
million acres in Alaska, pushed
through Congress the Strip Mining
oil. The revenuesTrom this^wiligd Act, created fifteen new national
toward mass transit aid to the poor parks, and reformed leasing laws
for energy bills, and future tax cuts. for the Outer Continental shelf.
Congress is also nearing com- President Carter's leadership is
pletion on the Energy Mobilization evident in every aspect of domestic
Board, designed to eliminate red policy.
tape in energy production, and the
Energy Security Corporation,
Leadership is not solely
which will fund research into
determined by solutions to
alternative
fuels.
The
adproblems, but also by the method
ministration
also
reached
of deciding between alternative
agreements with Mexico to assure
solutions. An extremely intelligent
continued availability of natural
man, Carter considers many
gas, and with Canada to build a gas
possibilities before coming to a fair
pipeline from Alaska. President
arid just decision. He has spoken
Carter has accomplished much to
out for human rights throughout,
solve our~£nergy problems, which
the world, and for equality here at
will help to strengthen the
home. He has appointed more
economy.
.
blacks, women, and hispanics to
Under Carter's leadership, the judgeships than all previous adeconomy has surged ahead. Carter ministrations, and more to highreduced unemployment by 25%, level management positions than
any past President. He' has
creating 8.3 million new jobs to an
proposed a charter for the FBI to
all-time high of 97.5 million. Carter
protect the privacy of citizens and
has acted against inflation, too. He
establish guidelines for legitimate
halved the budget deficit Jfrom a
investigative activities. He prodded
. higft,: of; :$t.6,451;0O0,000. ; under Congress to give the District of .
Columbia full yoting membership
•••.••t'iwfti"%@fi'it'essBO:ettin1:n^te:''th^:.de^.' in the House and Senate, and to
f.icit comple tely and balance the extend the deadline for the Equal
budget, something which hasn't Rights Amendment. Carter has
been done in twelve years. He approached the Presidency with
decreased the share of the federal. integrity and honesty; any member
government in the Gross National of his administration or Congress
Product. On Friday, he froze all can meet with him and get a fair hhiring by the federal government, earing. Carter feels a responsibility
and will eliminate 20,000 jobs by - to the nation to conduct the
October, in addition to the 20,000 Presidency in an open manner.
that have already been eliminated.
The administration has also
established voluntary wage and
President Carter shines brightest
price guidelines, which are in the world spectrum, though. He
overseen by a joint business, labor, personally revitalized NATO and
and public council, Carter has improved our relationship with
worked ( with his appointee as Japan. His administration finalized
Federal Reserve Board Chairman, the
Multi-lateral
Trade
Paul Volker, to 'tighten credit, Negotiations, and pressed for
while allowing continued lending Congressional approval. After
for home mortgages, cars, and completing; negotiations for the
home improvements. Inflation is a turnover of the Panama Canal to
long-term problem, needing the Panama, he pushed the treaty
long-term solutions President through the Senate. He has worked
Carter has proposed.
to reduce the proliferation of

nuclear weapons

while

cutting

down on our sales of conventional
weapons. Without endangering our
Taiwanese allies, he recognized the
People's Republic of China. He
successfully completed the SALT
II treaty with the. Soviet Union and
will push for its passage in the
Senate. This goal has been
sidelined, though, while Soviet
troops are in Afghanistan. He
responded to this aggression by
symbolizing our determination in
calling for registration, in
boycotting a propaganda show,
which is what the Soviets consider
the Olympics, and by cutting off
trade with the Soviet Union in high
technology and grain. President
• Carter has increased defense

spending in real terms, while
eliminating exorbitant and unproductive weapons systems like
the B-l bomber. Under President
Carter, no American soldier has
been killed in combat. This admirable record is unmatched in the
past forty years. President Carter
exemplifies the patient, determined
diplomat in attempting to gain the
release of the hostages in Iran.
Unfortunately, his attempts to
negotiate with the Iranian nongovernment have been unsuccessful. Carter's foreign and
domestic policies have led to a
resurgence of confidence in the
U.S. dollar overseas. Perhaps the
best example of Carter as a world
peacemaker is his participation in

the Mid East peace talks between
Israel and Egypt. Without him, this
would not have culminated in the
success that it did. He has helped
these nations to take great strides
toward a lasting peace in the region
by aiding our allies.
President Carter is not a great
orator; he is not as tall as other
candidates. If these are your
definitions of leadership, then he
does not fulfill them. President
Carter's leadership is characterized
by integrity and accomplishments.
From energy, unemployment, and
government reorganization, to
improvements in international
relations, President Carter has
succeeded where past leaders' have
failed. He is a leader we need today
and tomorrow.

Our Next President? George Bush!
by Kenneth Wyker
Who should be the next
president of the United States? He
should have ample experience
and plentiful ideas. He should have
logical
solutions
and
few
drawbacks. He should be a man of
integrity. Who should be a man of
integrity. Who should he be?
George Bush.
, .. •
A president should have exr
perience in four specific areas to be
prepared to handle the responsibilities of the job. They are experience in congressional, foreign
and diplomatic, executive, and
governmental agency operations.
The other candidates, with the
exception of Carter, have experience in only one of these
categories. George Bush has experience in all four.
George Bush was a two-term'
congressman from Houston. He
was the first Republican ever
elected from Houston, and whenhe ran for his second term, he ran
unopposed. While in Congress, he
served on the most important
comittee in the House of
Representatives, the Ways and
Means Committee. Bush understands the Congress and how it
works - a must for any president.
Without the cooperation of the
Congress, the president's hands are
tied.
Bush was chief of the U.S. Liason
office to Peking and U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.
This kind of experience is
necessary for two reasons. It has
given Bush a working relationship
with many of the leaders of the
world. Furthermore, the foreign
policy of the United States is
whatever the president says aloud.
The president cannot preach
to Iran like a senator can. A
president must know diplomacy.
Bush does.
Bush founded a major energy
company, has been Chairman of
the Republican National Committee, and has headed the Central
Intelligence Agency. Thousands of
men have been under his command. The U. S. Government
employs more people than any
other company irt the West. Bush
has the executive ability .to deal
with the "size of the federal
government.
Finally, as.head of the C.I.A.,
Bush has a working knowledge of
government agencies sand their
relationship with the executive. All
of these give George Bush the
breadth of experience necessary to
make a truly functional president,
one we will not have to train.
The records of the other candidates include only executive or
congressional experience. No other
candidate has experience in even
two other of these fields, except

President Carter. But there are just
a few drawbacks associated with
the President. Carter has shown
what he can do as president. Inflation is rampant, unemployment
is high, and productivity went
down for the first time in U.S.
history. We have hostages in Iran,
and Russia feels free to march
through Afghanistan. Even Carter
admits to a "crisis in confidence" in
the American government. That is
quite a record to run on. I think it is
easy to see that Carter must be
replaced.
But the most important aspect
about George Bush is his logical
solutions to today's problems of
inflation,
unemployment,
productivity, and power. His stands
makes sense. While every cither
candidates' plans to fight inflation
allow for bringing on a recession
(and thus higher unemployment
and lower productivity) Bush
believes that we can produce our
way out of the inflationary crisis. A
20 billion dollar supply-side tax cut
would fuel production, provide
jobs, and cut down inflation. As an
economist (Bush graduated Yale
with a , Phi- Beta Kappa in
economics) Bush has seen a logical
way out of today's problems. Hard
economic fact.
In foreign policy, Bush again
preaches logic. While other
candidates would like to blockade
Cuba (Why, for God's sake?). Bush
realizes that the problem of "our
foreign policy is one of perception
of power. It doesn't matter how

strong we are, just so long as our
enemies perceive our might is
strong enough to deter them.
Russia began its newest expansion,
not because they thought we were
weak, bul because they knew that
we would not1 react militarily. We
are perceived as a country that is
easily pushed around. If that
perception is changed, then the
Russias of the world won't push.
Common sense. So how do you
change the perception? You show
that your people are willing to fight
for you (reinstate draft registration
for everyone, mate and female);
you invest money in the military
• and you shout the glory of our
military loud enough for all to hear.
Ambassador Bush is for the
registration of women, for .the
military as well as for the Equal
Right Amendment. These stands
make sense together. Other, candidates want ERA but don't want
women registered. Is that equal?
Bush's record is spotless. Now, as
y candidate, Bush's record has
come under tough scrutiny. Every
lead to discredit him has corne up
empty. He is respected and his
colleagues call him a man of integrity.
Bush understands diplomacy,
economics and politics. A man of
integrity, Bush has already
established working relationships
with many world leaders, both in
the United States and abroad. His
answers make sense. So when the
question is asked, "Who should be
our next president?", the answer is
a resounding George Bush.

Letters
cont. from p. 10

La Cage Aux Folles

when it occurred. 1 was admittedly,
frightened and dumbfounded. Per- Dear Sir:
haps, J can share with the Trinity
I was surprised to find in Nick
community what I have learned Noble's otherwise excellent review
from my mistake. The supposed of the movie, La Cage An* Folles,
purpose of a liberal arts education the sentence: "The first great
is to provide us with a breadth of comedy to come along in years,
knowledge from which we may and despite its premise ... it is a
develop into mature, responsible good old-fashioned comedy ..."
and tolerant individuals. Thus, if
If we take seriously Mr. Noble's
we accept uncivilized behavior in , test- 'the measure of achievement is
our midst, our purpose here is completely the gut reaction of the
questionable. Also, if we take for audience-^' it seems to follow that
granted what previous generations the movie is successful in part
fought for, then any progress once because of, not despite, the
made towards a just society will, credibility of its premise.
perhaps subtlely but most assureThank you for your attention
dly, be lost. Do not ignore and consideration.
dangerous attitudes as if mere
stupidity — they have a way of
Sincerely,
growing.
Reginald G. Blaxton
Sincerely,
Chapel Intern
Tracy Newman,'81
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Announcements
show by Wednesday, April 9 to
Catherine Snodgrass Cook B-32 or
Rhea Pincus Woodward 32.

Calendar

Fulbright Scholarship

Wednesday

Tuesday

Carter Representative

Seniors.....
The Senior Class Gift Committee will vote on the Class of 1980
class gift today, March 18, at 4 p.m. n Hamlin Hall. Possible Gifts
include the sculpting of a 1980 commemorative relief on Jarvis, a
drinking-fountain forthe Quad, a 1980 Academic Fund, and a piece
of sculpture.
If unable to attend, please indicate your preference and send
today to:
The Class Gift Committee, Williams 209.
•

Math Careers Meeting
An informal meeting on their relationship for' current and
prospective mathematics majors and mathematics faculty, with
Christopher Shinkman and Cheryl Ives of the Office of Career
Counseling. Tuesday, March 18, at 3:30 p.m. in McCook 106.
Refreshments will be served.

Math Movies
Two math movies will be featured this week: "Maurits Escher:
Painter of Fantasies" and "Projections of the hyper cube". The
films will be presented in McCook 106, this afternoon from 4:00 to
4:30 and tomorrow evening from 8:00 to 8:30. The films should be of
interest to students in the arts as well as mathematics students.

Drug Abuse Panel Discussion

A representative for President Carter will speak on Wednesday
evening, March 19. Howard Leibowitz, the Deputy Coordinator of
the Connecticut Carter-Mondale Campaign, will speak in Wean
Lounge at 7:00 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

Spanish Dorm
There will be an urgent meeting for all those interested in the
Spanish Dorm for next yearat 4:15 p.m., Wednesday, March 19 in
McCook 225. If you cannot attend, please notify Amy Kuntz, Box
689, no later than Thursday, March 20, so that your name will be
included on our list. We have to notify the Office of Residential
Service about plans this week, and we need your support to get the
dorm off the ground!

Thursday

Musicians' Reception
The Trinity Community and all who appreciate fine music are
invited to attend a reception for John Rose, College Organist, and
Robert Edward Smith, Harpsichordist and Composer in Residence,
whose new albums will be'released. The reception will be in the
bookstore this Thursday from 3:30 to 5:00. Refreshments will be
served,

Biology Seminar

All members of the College community and their guests are
invited to join the members of the Women's Club of Trinity College
at a panel and discussion on "Drug Interactions and Use and
Misuse of Drugs." The panel will be composed of a group of retired
pharmacists and will be led by Mr. Henry Seltzer at 7:30 p.m.,
tonight in Wean Lounge. Refreshments will be served.

Dr. Sidney L.Tamm, from Boston University, will speak on
"Ciliary Movement, Mechano-Sensory Transduction, and the
Regulation of Behavior in Ctenophores" this Thursday at 4:00 pm in
room 134 of Life Sciences. Refreshments will be served at 3:30 in
room 212.

Presidential Debates

Bally for ERA

If you are at all interested in the Presidential race or any of the
candidates, you'll be glad to hear that this week there will be
debates betweeeen Trinity students representing the Presidential
candidates. Tonight will be the debate for the TJemocrats — Carter
versus Kennedy. On Thursday, March 20,-the Republicans will
debate — Reagan versus Bush versus Anderson. Both debates will
be one hour long and questions will be taken from the audience.
your last chance for these debates comes in 1984!

There will be a rally in Hamlin Hall on March 20 at 7:30 pm. The
purpose of the rally is. to renew efforts to ratify ERA.
Complimentary wine and cheese will be served. A $5 donation to
AAUW: Dollars for Equality will purchase j a c k e t to the rally.
These tickets are available in the Women's Center located on the
third floor of Mafher. For further information call the Women's
Center at 527-3151 any day from 1 to 5 p.m. The rally is sponsored
by: American Association of University Women and Trinity
Women's Center.

Anderson Chairman on WRTC

Friday

Join Dan Meyers as he interviews Hartford City Councilman
Sid Gardner on the John Anderson Campaign this afternoon at 5:30
on WRTC 89.3. Among topics discussed: A potential Ford entry,
stopping Reagan and the Connecticut Primary. Representatives of
all candidates are offered equal time in a similar form.

Mesa Espanola
Todqs los miercoles, a las cinco y
media en el cuarto bianco (the Pub)
de la cafeteria. Esperamos que
vengan muchos.
. -. ,

Poster Person

All proceeds from the sale go to
scholarships for students attending
Smith College. Hours of the sale
are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday,
March 28 and from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Saturday, March 29. Admission
is free and browsers are welcome.

Drop/Incomplete
Friday, March 21, is the last day to drop this term's courses and
to finish incomplete work from the Fall 1979 term.

There are some other tentative
presentations in the works. Everyone is welcome to attend this
educational and creative evening.

a competitive basis. All applicants
will be notified on May 14th
whether or not assistance will be
granted.

Fast

Summer Work-Study

To the 205 of you students on the
SAGA meal plan: don't forget to
avoid all SAGA meals on Thursday,
March 18.

AD Presentation

The Office of Financial Aid has
available applications for Summer
The Alpha Delta Phi fraternity;. Work-Study employment. These
presents an evening of literary and1 must be filled out by May 1 and
artistic creativity at 7:30 p.m. on applicants will be notified by May
Thursday, April 10. The fraternity
Domestic Leaves of Absence for
was originally founded in 1832 as
Applications for Summer Study
place where people could exchange Aid are also available; the deadline the 1980-81 academic year must be
ideas concerning art and literature. for applications is April, 15 and the approved by the Registrar and
arrangements completed by April
The Phi Kappa chapter is uphold- following criteria will apply:
ing this tradition by encouraging
1. Applicants must be currently 15,1980, . . ' • .
students to share their talent and receiving financial aid.
writing '.with -.'.the faculty, the
2. The proposed course should
administration and the student be integral to the applicant's
;
The Hartford Smith College Club body. Slated thus far to contribute major.
will hold its 18th annual Book Sale their" inspiration are Jeremy Meyer
April 14-2-2 there will be an
3. The additional credits from
on March 28 and 29 at.the West and Bill .Engel-, who will read their summer study should enable the
exhibition in Austin Arts Center of
Hartford Armory. 836 Farmington poetry, Maxwell Edusei and Kwa- applicant to graduate 1 either
works — photographs," drawings.
Ave. More than 25,000 used books ku Sintim-Misa, whose combined "earjy" or "on-time."
poetry :— prompted by life with rnd
will be oil sale, including cook- efforts will present an insight to
at Trinity. All members of the
Because only limited funds are
books, Americana, rare books, African culture, and Scott Sullivan, expected to be available for Sumcollege community are invited to
children's >ooks and paperbacks.- who will sing and play guitar. mer Study, awards will be made oh v submit their contributions to the
Wanted: Responsible music lover with good legs (or a car) to
distribute Hartford Symphony Posters (aboui 25) to various downtown
locations and to su-rounding towns
during the week of April 7 (after
Spring break). Special compensation available. If interested, write
Lynn Susman, Box 1447. ,

Book Sale
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„ Leave of Absence
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The Institute of International
Education today announced that
the official opening of the 1981-82
competition for grants for graduate
study or research abroad in academic fields and for professional
training in the creative and performing arts is scheduled for May
1, 1980. It is expected that
approximately 519 awards to y^
countries will be available for the
1981-82 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to
increase mutual understanding between the people of^the United
States and other countries through
the exchange of persons, knowledge and skills. They are provided
under the terms of the Mutual
Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 (Fulbright-Hays
Act) and by foreign governments, '
universities, corporations and private donors.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application, who will
generally hold a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent before the beginning date of the grant and, in most
cases, will be proficient in the
language of the host country.
Except for certain specific awards,
candidates may not hold the Ph.D.
at the time of application. Candidates for 1981-82 are ineligible for
a grant to-a country if they have
been doing graduate work or
conducting research in that country
for six months or more during the
academic year 1981-8?..
Creative and perfornYfrfg"'..,^^
are no! required lo have a
bachelor's degree, but they must
have four years of professional
study or equivalent experience.
Social work applicants must have at
least two years of professional
experience after the Master of
Social Work degree; candidates in
medicine must have an M.D. at the
time of application.
Application forms and further
information for students currently
enrolled at Trinity may be obtained
from the Fulbright Program Adviser Brooke Gregory, who is located
in McCook 206, at extension 368 or
353. The deadline for filing applications on this campus is approximately October 1, 1980.
Current juniors who are interested in v Fulbright funding for a
post-graduate year of study abroad
are urged to start planning their
applications for this program now.

Coed Week
April 17-22 Trinity will, in
various ways, note and celebrate ils
first ten vears of co-education.-

Seniors......

•

Any seniors who wish to be a
Class Agent or to join the Class Gift
Committee, please contact/ call
Deborah Sikkel in the Development
Office; William Memorial ext. 235.

Arts Exhibition

History Meeting
A meeting to discuss the'history
major will be hdd Wednesday.
March 19 in Wean Liumgc at 4:00
p.m.
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Paul Taylor Dance Company Visits the Bushnell
Youth and Love Are Unleashed on Stage.
by David,I. Nixon
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This 1979-1980 performing
season,celebrates the twenty-fifth,
anniversary of The Paul Taylor
Dance Company. In its long and
distinguished history, the company
has performed in over two hundred
^cities'-in the United States; has
completed twenty four overseas
tours, twelve of which were
sponsored by the U.S. Department
of State; and has represented the
United States in the arts festivals of
thirty-five different nations.
The Paul Taylor Dance Company has enjoyed major television
exposure. C.B.S. devoted an entire
"Repertoire Workshop" to the
company, and, in 1971, aired a
work specially choreographed by
Paul Taylor for Rudolf Nureyev
and company member Bettie de
Jong. P.B.S. has repeatedly shown
the award winning documentary,
"Paul Taylor: An Artist and his
Work," and has programmed
videotapes of the company's'
performance in Germany. "Live
from the American Dance
Festival," a two hour, primetime
nationwide broadcast presented
four of Paul Taylor's dances, including televised world premier of
Profiles,,on July 28, 1979. ,
In April of 1979, Mikhail
Baryshnikov make his historic first
appearance as guest artist with the
company in the Gala Benefit
Performance that opened the
annual self-produced season at
New York's Center Theatre. The
season opened with a

tour of Western Europe which,
included performances in Italy,
Belgium, West Germany, and
France. The Company's current
dbmestiC'tour will take it across the
country during the winter of ,1980.
Through all the many major
travels The Paul Taylor Dance
Company experiences in a single
season it seems almost impossible
that they could appear in Hartford.
But appear they did, and put on a
show to be remembered. The
evening was made up of four
separate programs of dance:
Diggity, Big Bertha, Profiles, and
Esplanade.
The first dance, Diggity, was
overwhelmingly clever. The
curtain rises and one sees that the
stage is covered with -cardboard
dogs. I did not know quite what to
expect.
What followed was a lively energetic dance that seemed almost
totally freestyle. There were obvious jazz influences within the
-movements. At times the dancers
would be playing a more refined
version of leap-frog. Diggity is a
high energy piece.
The
high
energy
and
simultaneous movements of the
dancers gave an almost Broadwayesque feeling to the piece. That's
all right though. There is nothing
wrong with high octane shmaltz in
small doses.
The music for the piece truely
intrigued me. It sounded like a
cross between Aaron Copland and
Dan Fogelberg, if that is
imaginable. It was full and rich, but

it had a definitely refreshing rock
beat.
' Diggity is a tight, well performed
piece that spoke to me about
rediscovery. It was high and exciting, executed flawless timing,
and was absolutely the greatest way
to begin the evening.
Taylor's next piece entitled Big
Bertha, belonged in the Twilightzone. It was much more of a story
than were the other pieces. It
opened with Big Bertha, a coin
operated mystical, mechanical
maniac, alone on stage. Enter your
average American family, but what
does Big Bertha want? You guessed
it- their souls.
Bertha seemed to have some
kind of hypnotic effect on the
family. She slowly bui deliberately
perverts the family's thoughts and'
•actions. What follows is a lustfull,
sexual dance, -that even draws
attention to incest. The last one to
be drawn into this den of sin is
good old mom. Pretty soon inoiri is
doing a strip-tease and flaunting
her own stuff around without a
care in the world. Even though,.the
controller of their ritual''-is ' not
mortal, the participants are, so
there is an actual overload-not of
electricity, but of decadence.
Bertha gets what she wants- a new
playmate.
There was a great deal of mime
involved in the piece, so deciding
on an actual dance style is difficult.
I believe if I had to choose one
word to describe the piece it would
be timing.
The coordination of movement

with sound effects was remarkable.
The final piece of the evening,
This piece was the oldest of the "Esplanade"
still
has me
program, first being performed in bewildered and intrigued. I will not
1970. The time period in which it pretend to "review" this piece for I .,
was created would explain the still do not understand it. So, what I :
re.dical movements and ideas. The will do is,try to relate the sensations
piece was hypnotic, sexual, sadonic I received: Sherbet colored
and masterful.- I shall think twice costumes made of pants, shirts, and :
about playing in an arcade again.
belts. It seemed to resemble old
The third piece of the evening
English traditional parlour dancing
was called "Profiles," first performed in 1979. profiles succeeded with a few new flares. It started out '
in stunning the . audience im- childishly innocent. Bodies formed
mediately. The arts reviewer from into pretty pictures. People runthe Hartford Courant was seated ning, jumping, and skipping- even a :
behind me, the only verbilization . . little bit of Virginia Reel. Break in
she could produce was; "My my my action-mood change. I feel morbid
now. There are now separate
The first thing the audience entities on stage- pilgramage?
noticed' was the
amazing Couples return for a moment of
costuming. It was truely a job to childishness. Now dancing looks
discover where the costumes ended, like a love ballad. Some traditional
and the bodies began. They were movements and a lot of movements
tight-fitting flesh-toned'' leotards' in unison. Return of energy! Youth
with lines or dots that seemed to and love are unleashed on the
stage. Which way to turn? Energy
symbolize veins.
1
Taylor reduced man t o his basic rules. Everybody run, slide, and
leap
into
the
air.
Stage
empties
emotions. He used constructional
dancing, mirroring, and sepentine except for one female dancer. She
:
movements to create moods and circles and bows.
emotions: possession, anger, ' A wonderful and lively acrobatic
frustration, sexual aggression, ending to an extraordinary
loneliness, and degradation. He evening. Anyone who has the '
used bodies to mold pictures. The chance to see The Paul Taylor ;
, piece was over loaded with the Dance Company live, on stage,
dichotomy of the male-female anywhere, and does not is indeed !<
experience. It was powerful and missing one of the great exdynamic, but most of all the piece periences -in any lifetime. The
was in control. Even the members of The Paul Taylor
movements in unison were under Dance Company are all just gears
total control. This piece is a tribute in the finely tuned machine known
to conceptual forms of dance, and as Paul Taylor. He uses the hell out
Paul Taylor.
of his company. •

Starting Over: A Real Romantic Comedy
script. The screenplay by James L.
by Nick Noble
Burns is at once literate,
Alan J. Pakula's Starting Over is thoughtful, provoking, and in
a real romantic comedy; a serious several subtle ways unbearably
romance with a delightful sense of funny, Burns touches upon the
humor. It is well-written, skillfully, most bizarre truths and the wildest
directed, and superbly played. As a fantasies of every romance. His
work of art, Starting Over may script is a masterpiece of nuance
seem a mere trifle-something to be and suggestion- its one major flaw
enjoyed but too frivilous to be is that it is possibly too subtle and
worth appreciating. Yet so much of too true, distracting from the
Starting Over rings true when essential comedy.
dealing with relationships between
The final element of Starting
men and women that it is a film Over's success, and perhaps its
bearing a personal, individual most substantial, is the acting."Jill importance to its audience; of
Clayburgh is excellent as Marilyn,
course,, with a smile.
. .
a blend of uninhibited exThe success of Starting Over is pressiveness and confused emotion
threefold. First there is the that is as telling as it is remarkable.
.direction. With Starting Over Alan Candice Bergen gives superlative
J. Pakula has achieved a measure support as Burt Reynolds'
of excellence in a brand new genre. • estranged wife. She brings a touch
Previously Pakula's talents had of bittersweet sexuality to the same
been best displayed in such films as sultry sort she has played in a
Klute, The Parallax View, and All
dozen pictures- from The Group to
The, President's Men. In these
Carnal Knowledge. You will die
movies',' his naturally restrained
laughing when you hear her trying
style of film making was instruto sing.
mental in enhancing an atmosAs Phil Potter, who's life is
ghere of suspense.
starting over after divorce, Burt
While Pakula's earlier attempts Reynolds is perfect. He capitalizes
at frustrated romance and divorce on the overblown, superstud image
(m The Sterile Cuckoo and Love
he has created for himself - by
And Pain) had failed because of his
underplaying his/ role to the exall-too-soft touch, it is just that
treme. His subdued and selfability that makes Starting Over a
depracating performance is filled
winner. The pace of the film is
faultless throughout, flowing^and with neat comic touches, and the
• ebbing with each changing mood film is enchanced by Reynolds' flair
and feeling. Starting Over, because for. low-key comedy. Only Peter
it necessitated careful handling Bogdanovich, among Reynolds'
(overdoing it would have spelled many directors, has ever exploited
ruin, while underdoing it would this quality before.
In a sense Reynolds is parodying
have left it incomprehensible;
neither sad nor funny, only con- - hispopular screen image: the loud,
fusing), was Pakula's greatest -confident ladies'- man. His
challenge and is his greatest reluctant, apologetic character,
totally lost unless he is in love, is
success.
very well handled. "Take it easy,"
The second contribution to he says to Clayburgh in mid-clinch.
Starting Over's achievement is its "I'm not that good." The chemistry

between the two stars is effective.
.They have worked together before
(Semi Tough) and their relaxed
rapport, replete with consumately
timed bits of both verbal and nonverbal communication, provides
the picture with a core and a focus.
Reynolds
reverts
to his
swaggering, macho character in
just one scene- at the Nursery
School Fair. It is one of the comic
gems of Starting Over, along with
the Divorced Men's rap session, the
couch scene at Bloomingdales
("Does anyone have any valium?"),
Reynolds' car ride with Clayburgh,
and the closing scene' in Boston
Garden.
It is refreshing to find a film that
has a love affair with a city. What
Woody Allen did for New York in
Manhattan, Alan J. Pakula does for
Boston in Starting Over. This
setting adds to the film's appeal. It
is a beautiful, familiar place.
There are other nice bits.
Charles Durning is marvelous as
Reynolds' psychiatrist brother
Mickey. Frances Sternhagen is
much better here than she was in
Fedora. She has the only broadly
drawn comedy part in the film as
Mickey's wife Marva. Instead of
ruining the picture, however, her
obviousness only enhances the
subtle underplaying of the rest of
the cast, Marvin Hamlisch's music
is fine, as usual, and incredibly
funny when Bergen sings it. "
A funny, toBching, telling

Jesters
Jester's Tuesday
Afternoon
Workshop Series. Tuesday, March
18. Staged Readings. "Touch Typ- •
ing" by Henry Lowengard. An
original play. 4:15 Garmany Hall,
Austin Arts Center. ,

romantic movie, indulging more in
humor than sentiment to move its
love story, Starting Over is worth
seeing. One thing confused me,
however. According to the script
Reynolds got a divorce from
Bergen (who lived in an apartment
in New York) and moved into an
apartment is Boston. Clayburgh
moved in with Reynolds, while still

keeping her old apartment. Bergen
come to visit Reynolds and stayed
in a motel. Reynolds went back to
New York to live with Bergen but
kept his Boston apartment, And all
this on the salary of a part-time
teacher? How in hell people can
afford to live like that, with the cost
of living? I guess it happens only
in the movies.

Arts Calendar
Theatre
• '
Trinity College, Goodwin Theatre. "A Night of Creative Expression" Wednesday, March 19, 8 p.m., Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center.
'
Long Wharf Theatre. Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf by Edward
Albee.. March 27-May 11. For further information, call
203-787-4282.
The Caretaker by Harold Pinter. January
29-April 20. Contact Long Wharf Theatre box office,-(203) 787-4282.
Music
Jorgensen Auditorium, University of Connecticut. The Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Music Director Robert Shaw.
Wednesday, March 26th, at 8:15. Contact Jorgensen Auditorium
Box Office, (203) 486-4226.
Bushnell Memorial Hall. Jury's Irish Cabaret of Dublin,
Wednesday. April 2, 8.p.m. Contact Bushnell box office, 246-6807,
or Ticketron.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra. Pianist Peter Roth to appear.
Saturday, March 22, 8 p.m. Tickets: contact Bushnell box office,
246-6807.
Folk Legacy Spring Festival. First St. Paul's Methodist Church,
571 Farmington Avenue, Hartford. Friday, March 28, Saturday,
March 29, 1980,
,
-,
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Wadsworth Atheneum. Adrian Piper, an exhibit at the
Atheneum's MATRIX Gallery. Friday March 7-Sunday, April 6.
Real Art Ways. At the Gallery, Charles Watson, March 16-29.
March 21, 8:30, Vinyl, a film by Andy Warhol. March 22, 8:30 p.m.,
Music by Rich Gold. March 23, 7:00 p.m. Ethnographic Films on the
Theme of Dance-Work.

Student Art Show
Austin Arts Center Garmany Hall
Exhibition of Work Done by
Mark Frase
Closing Reception Wednesday, March 19. 5-7p.m.

- - - • ' •
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Crew: A Repeat Performance?
a graduate of Trinity, has returned
What does a 1980 crew team do
to coach the lightweights. With six
to try and repeat 1979's. Small
returning lettermen, and Henry
College National Championship?
Fox, Ed Kloman and this year's
Well, yes, maybe it does consume
more Wheaties, and maybe it does captain Gordie Armour back from
a year away from Trinity, the lightpurchase new, faster equipment,
weights expect to be extremely
like the Women's fiberglass shell,
competitive this year on both the
donated by Mrs. Genevieve
Goodwin, and the Lightweight's JV and Varsity levels. The boats
fiberglass oars. But mostly, the are not set yet; Apfelbaum is seat
1980 crew is doing the same things racing part of the squad in hopes of
it did last year, except with a little determining the fastest combinamore enthusiasm and with ex- tion.
pectations of another chamGary Caldwell, formerly head
pionship.
Throughout the winter, even coach of Marist College and past
during Open Period, the individual coach of Trin freshmen, has
crews have been running, lifting, replaced Andy Anderson as the
climbing stairs, rowing the Women's Coach. Caldwell has
ergometer, and rowing in the tanks. introduced a fine technical
No tricks; just hard, continual knowledge and a sriiooth coaching
work. Asked if they have been style to the women with hopes of
doing any special workouts, Fresh- continuing' the Varsity's unman Coach Charlie Poole com- defeated season of last year.
mented, "Just a lot of High Rises." Providing the backbone of the
How many repetitions, you ask? squad are returning letterwomen
Double figures, to be sure. And all Andrea Scully, Debbie Davis,
- eight flights, plus the ground level captain Sue Proctor, Khooshe
and the top flight - ten flights, Adib-Samii, Carolyn Sadler, and a
total. Coach Norm Graf has been once-again-uninjured Cindy
"pretty impressed with the work Higgins. An extremely, strong
done, over the winter. There is a group of freshmen, along with
feeling of positive confidence several talented upperc'assmen,
surrounding the whole squad." will be pushing to break into the
Biirf Apfelbaum, formerly head Varsity ranks, and will be providing
coach at ;Mf. Holyoke Collegeand keen incentive to those on the

last \ciii <• li tilling s m r i i , Vnll <irownc\ m ilu nnl\

member of last year's potent attack.

pholo by Keryn C r o h s

Women's Softball Shows
Promise
by Lauren Casalino
Womens' Softball, a sport which
has had its ups and downs over the
years, is underway, and, according
to Coach Sue McCarthy and
Assistant Coach Rita Kane, the
team shows promise for a very
good season. Not only do the
coaches feel that the team has good
depth but they feel that the players
have shown a lot of determination
and dedication at practices, and irr
coming to practices, which
sometimes start at an hour
unknown to most Trinity students,
6:30 AM.
Topping off the list of returnees
from previous seasons is coach Sue
McCarthy. She gained one year of
experience two seasons ago as an
assistant coach. Playing in her
fourth year of softball for Trinity,
senior infielder Carol McKenzie is
looked to for her knowledge and
ability, and especially her strength
in th'i field. Senior Cathy Anderson
should be expanding her pitching

activities of former years to also
provide experience and strength.
The catcher position is well-filled
with first year veteran Janice Kunin
whose strong and accurate arm
should make opposing teams
reconsider their larcenous thoughts
upon other bases. Two other first
year veterans, Polly Lavery and
Ellen Grossman, will provide good
coverage in the outfield. Pitching
duties are uncertain, but freshmen
moundswomen Sarah Koeppel and
Terry Johnson appear to be good
prospect to add to the teams'
pitching strength.
The,season will consist of ten
games, seven of which will be
played on Trinity's fields. Mt.
Holyoke, Smith, and the University
of Hartford are among the
scheduled opponents. This spring's
opening game will be played on
April 9th and will hopefully prove
to be the beginning of an enjoyable
and winning season for Womens'
Softball at Trinity.

Varsity last year to keep their seats.
Hopefully, seat racing over spring
vacation will help to determine the
boatings. There is much enthusiasm and determination to
avenge last year's second place
finish to Ithaca College in the Dad
Vail Regatta.
This year's Freshman squad has
been working hard in order to
continue coach Charlie Poole's
fine record of a first and second in
the Dad Vail Regatta last year.
With the help of several experienced oarsmen, the Freshmen
should prove to be just as competitive as last year's crews.. At the
present, Poole has been working on

smoothing over the rough spots
Overall, the crews, as Graf puts
and blending the crews together. it, "are looking forward to a good
season," and, victory at the Vail.
Several sophomores from last , The crews are toughening up by
year's Freshman Heavyweight boat rowing throug wind, snow, rain, ice
will join returning lettermen co- and Spring Vacation in excaptains Jeff Siekierski and Jake pectations of their first encounter
Shepard, Barr Flynn, Brison with Coast Guard, for the men, and
Ellinghouse, Tom Hunter and Mt. Holyoke College for the
Steve Gibbs to round out the women the last weekend of Spring
Heavyweight squad. According to Vacation. The women will be vying
Coach Graft, the sophomores have for the Goodwin Cup with Mt.
generated a level of enthusiasm Holyoke and perhaps the Guard's
and a positive attitude which has first women's boat., Any support
been somewhat absent in the past. ; would be appreciated at one of the
The crew hopes to capitalize on few home races of the season. That
this as well as the stylistic talent is, of course, if supportees can be
which appears to be better than in drawn away from the sunny south
past years.
in time for the start.

Varsity Lacrosse Prepares For Season
by Nancy Lucas
Most of last year's lacrosse squad
has returned for the 1980 season.
This is why, despite a stronger
schedule, the Bantams are hoping
for more than the playoff bid they
have received for the past two
campaigns--they want to win it all.
The Bantams are weakest on
attack and in goal, since it is in
those two positions that the
greatest losses have been suffered;
Clint Brown and Grey Carey, last
year's co-captains and recordbreaking point-getters, and goalie*
Peter Lawson-Johnston, all of them
all-stars, graduated in May of '79,
leaving huge gaps in the Trin lineup. Junior Scott Growney, the third
member of last year's high-scoring
trio, is back for his- second year on
attack, and it will be Growney who
fans should look to as the greatest
scoring threat this season. Joining
Growney up front are sophomores
Jamie Birmingham. and Rob
". Wendinv.along with talented freshman Mike Brigham. Birmingham
was a stand-out on lasl yeai \ JV
while Wendin was unable to play
after making the final Varsity cut
due to injuries. Filling out the
attack ranks are sophomores led
Austin and Ward Classen, although
Austin has also been used at
midficld.
As for the goaltending situation,
Gregg Caserta and Bob Mostertz
are vying for that important
position. Caserta showed promise
as a freshman last year, and
Mostertz has returned to the net
after a season at defense. As can be
seen, even these "weaker" aspects
of this year's squad have the
capacity to be strong when the
season gets underway.
A score of returning midfielders
and some new faces will make the
pre-season trip to Florida. Captain
Doug Bennett will head the first
line, with Randy Smouse and
senior Tom Melly. Peter Duncan,'
Bob Plumb and Tom Chase make
up what could feasibly be called
the Hockey Line (all three are
veterans of the hockey team), while
Rusty Nisbet and Jim Samsel,
comprise two-thirds of yet another
midi group. The third member of
that trio, Ben Baron, suffered a
separated shoulder late last week,
but will hopefully see some action
before the season is over. The
remaining five midfielders - David
Hudson, Stev; Stuart, Steve
Yarnall, Craig Vought and freshman Peter Miller - will provide
Coach Mike Darr with four strong
midfield lines.
The Bantam defenders are, in
the words of Captain Bennett,
"looking real good." Big in size and
having plenty of experience, the
defense should be one of the team's
strong points. Bill Miller, Bob Shaw
and Matt Smith all started last year.
With the return of Most Improved
Player in 1978, Mike Lansbury,
who was abroad last semester, and
the addition of two former JV

defensive stars, John Josel and John
Brady, the backjine should prove
formidable to any opposition.
Coach Darr has added Babson,
Div. II NCAA playoff contenders,
and last year's spoiler in the
playoffs, Williams, to this season's
schedule, which consists of a
grueling eleven games in less than a
month. Two key factors in Trin's
success this campaign could be the
reinstatement! of the face-off „rule
(now after each goal) and the aid of

an assistant coach, Lee Levinson.
Plumb has always been a terror on
face-offs, and now he will have
more1 of an opportunity to display
this talent to the team's advantage.
If the Bantams can get some
scoring power from midfield, to
offset the inexperienced attack,
there should be little standing in
the way of the Bantams making the
playoffs. As to whether they win
when they get there, only time and
hard work will tell.

Sophomore Randy Smouse jr.] drives around fellow midfielder,
senior Bob Plumb.
, . , ,.
_ ,
photo by Keryn Grohs

Bantams In Florida
For those of you who will be lucky enough to be,in Florida over the
Spring Vacation, here is a list of all the games to be played by both
the ba"eball and the lacrosse teams in the sunny south. If you plan
to be anywhere nearby, the teams would greatly appreciate the
support
.
Varsity Baseball
Tuesday, March 25
Phillies Farm Team 10:30 AM
Clearwater Central Catholic 3:30 PM
scrimmage (Haines-Bays;
Rd. off US 19) e
Wednesday, March 26
Phillies Farm Team 10:30 AM %
Phillies Farm Team 10:30 AM •
Thursday, March 27
Clearwater Central Catholic 3:30 PM J
scrimmage «
Phillies Farm Team 10:30 AM \
Friday, March 28
Saturday, March 29
Phillies Farm Team 10:30 AM <
Sunday, March 30
University of Del aware 12 Noon J
Monday, March 31
University of Tampa 3 PM, Tampa
Tuesday, April 7
Eckerd College 1 PM, St. Petersburg
Thursday, April 3
Eckerd College 1 PM, St. Petersburg
(All games to be played at Carpenter Complex in Clearwater unless
otherwise specified.)
Varsity Lacrosse
Sunday, March 23
- Michigan State
Monday, March 24
Williams
Tuesday, March 25
"
Ohio State
Thursday, March 27
,
Springfield
Friday, March 28
Ashland
(All games to be played at the Florida State Fairgrounds in Tampa.) •
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BANTAM SPORTS ARENA
Bantam Barbell Club
The Bantam Barbell Club will be holding a
bench press tournament at the Ferris Athletic
Center on Sunday, April 27. AH members of the
College community are invited to participate.
Trophies, medals, and ribbons will be given to
the top three finishers in each weight class and a
trophy will be awarded to the outstanding lifter.
For details, contact Bob Herbst, Box 1750 or
249-4318, or Dom Rapini, Box 327 or 249-0316.

Hockey Honors

Varsity Golf

At the Hockey Association Banquet held this
past Saturday, a number of awards were given to
players on the 1979-80 Varsity Hockey team. The
Gold Stick Award, given to the highest scoring
Bantam, went home in the hands of Co-Captain
Bob Plumb. Rick Margenot was the recipient of
the Albert C. Williams Memorial Award for spirit
and sportsmanship. Co-Captain Dana Barnard,
as voted by his teammates, received the Frank
Marchese Most Valuable Player Award, while
William Bullard and sophomore Karl Nelson
were co-winners of the Coaches' Award.
Juniors Peter Duncan and Tom Chase were
elected as two of the three captains of next year's
squad. The third tri-captain-elect is freshman
defenseman Brian Dorman.

For all those interested in
playing golf this spring, there will
be an organizational meeting on
March 19 at 7:30 in the Conference
Room of Ferris Athletic Center.
All those unable to attend should.
contact either Rob Golding at 2470834 or John OConnell at 2497987. ,

Mather Leads 1980 Track Team
Strong Freshman Contingent Shows Talent
SMI.
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With the graduation of only two
runners and.the loss of distance
runner Alex Magoun (abroad this
semester), the nucleus of Coach
Rick Hazleton's Track team
returns intact for the 1980 season.
The 36-man squad (15 freshmen) is
headed by Captain Jeff Mather, •
last year's leading scorer and the
best Division III discus thrower inNew England. The 6'5" Wellington,
Connecticut senior,. who throws
the discus, shot and hammer, will
team in the weight events with
javelin
record-holder
Chip
McKeehan, Justin George, Pete
Smialek, Bob Fers and frosh Dom
Rapini. The strong weight squad
will again be coached by Phil
Kearney, who has -returned to
Trinity after a year's hiatus.

Williams and Dave Muskat, senior
Mike "Magic" Melo and freshmen
Oren Miller will carry the cross
country experience over into the
distance races - the magic mile and
the grueling three mile.
"We have a lot of untested
talent," commented Hazleton.
"There are a lot of freshmen
who've donevery well in secondary

school, Overall, I'm just looking for
people to achieve their personal
bests. We have so many young
kids, but if they improve rapidly,
the team will have a good season."
The t'racksters open the season at
Amherst on April 12. On Wednesday, April 16, the Bants entertain Williams at 3 PM in Trin's
home opener? • • • \

Working with the sprinters and
jumpers is graduate assistant
Curtiss Rooks. The long and triple
jumpers are deep in talent with
returning letter winners Dave
Smith, Tony Pace, Mark Padden
and frosh Paul Merrigan and Paul
Ma£/ji£S}Ia. Senior Larry Dowd,
more Bob |<,ea4ing, fresh m an
Pat Lyle and Merrigan comprise
(he sprint squad. Reading, also a
quarter-miler,
joins
Mark
Boulanger as Trinity's threats in the
pole vault.
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Marissa Ocasio readies herself for weight competition with the track
team. More on the women tracksters after vacation.

Soph Jim Callahan, the lone
returning high jumper, will
combine with freshmen Scott
Keilty, Tony Smith and Bruce
Zawodniak to provide some good
competitive flopping for Coach
Hazleton. Junior John Brennan,
doubling in the intermediate
hurdles and mile relay, along with
Zawodniak, Keilty and Scott
Nesbit will give the hurdling spots
plenty of respectability. ,
Middle distance runners —
seniors Bob Keyes, Alex Sherwood
and soph Bob Rasmussen -are on a
'steady diet of interval training in
preparation (or the five dual meet'
season. Coach Hazleton notes that
the hard-working juniors Bob
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Women '$ Lax Set For Spring

Versatile freshman Paul Merrigan hurdles during last week's
practice. Merrigan, a long arid triple jumper, is also a sprinter.

Freshman Bruce Zawodniak is one of three new Additions to the; high jumping ranks.

For the past three weeks, Trinity
women's Lacrosse has been
molding its team for spring within
the confines of Ferris Field House.
After a long week of tryouts,
Coach Robin Sheppard cut the
squad to thirty players, from which
the Varsity and JV will be made. It
appears to be a promising team
with a lot of depth and a wide
variety of players. Despite the loss
of three key members of last year's
squad. Trinity looks strong enough
to continue its winning ways.
Graduating after last year were
all-time leading scorer Carter
Wurts and captain Francie "Spit"
Dobbin. Between the two of them,
they scored'close to 75 goals for the
Bantams. Another player who will
be.missed by the team is defensive
stalwart Lisa Lorillard, taking a
semester away in Austria. What
would appear to be major gaps left
by the departure of these three
players should be amply filled- by
the return of several women who
took temporary sabbaticals from
the game.
Returning after a year's hiatus in
Europe are seniors Trina Abbott
and Laurie Pergusson, both attack
players. Joining them in -returning
after a year off is Kathleen Fell.
These three players will be a
welcome addition to'an"already
strong attack which includes senior
Katie Jebb, junior Dbttie Bundy
and sophomore. Sherry Benzel.
Several players from : last year's
Junior Varsity also show a lot of
promise on attack, so Coach
Sheppard will hav« a tough

decision ahead.
Defense will be the key to the
Bantam's success this yeai
Returning for their final season will
be Jane Dwight and captain Lisa
Parker. Joining them are junior
Ellen Naile, and_ sophomores Sally
Larkin and Lisa Nolen. However,
the team may shift defensively as a
result of a change to offense by
Nolen and leg injuries suffered
early in the year to Larkin and
Parsons Witbeck. Strong performances by Chrissy Masters and
Lisa Halle as well as others insure a
talented defensive unit. The
defensive depth continues in goal
with the return of junior Anne
Madarasz and freshman • Anne
Collins.
"Things are looking good for us,"
says captain Parker. "As long- as we
can remain a healthy team and
prevent further injuries, we should
equal last .year's record, fur both
teams, and hopefully improve it."
An indication of their strength
was shown last week when most of
the team travelled to Amherst to
take part in three indoor scrimmages' against Amherst, Ml.
Holyoke and Wesleyan. In what
resembled a basketball game with
sticks, Trinity outplayed their
opponents decisively with closer
Competition from Wesleyan,
At the end of the week, 22
players will head south to participate in a lacrosse camp in Boca
Raton, Florida for a week. Then. •
they return OJI April 7 to prepare
for the opening game of the season
against Tufts on April 12.
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Sports
The Rites Of Spring: Baseball 1980
by Nick Noble
Spring is here. The grass is green,
the sky is blue, and the voice of the
umpire is heard in the land. Not in
Hartford of course, but some miles
to the south in sunny Florida,,
where Trinity's Varsity Baseball
team will be spending their Spring
vacation and opening the 1980
season.
The Bantam ballplayers have
been tuning up for their southern
swing in the Memorial Field House,,
under the watchful eye of head
coach Robie Shults. The I960
contingent is probably the
youngest experienced squad at
Trinity in a fong time. Most of the
players who will be taking to the
field this year saw considerable
action last season as either freshmen or sophomores, and there are
a handful of four^year veterans in
the senior class to provide stability
and consistency.
Coach Shults is optimistic about
the team's offense. While few of
this year's bats are proven, all have
displayed considerable promise,
both last spring and so far this year
in pre-season. Co-Captain Bob
Almquist, who has played shortstop, right field, and second base
over the past three years, is the

p o t e n t i a l s there.
The fielding looks to be the best
the Bantams have seen in at least
four years. Gugliejmo has the
inside track on the catcher's spot.
He is i steady backstop, with a
talent for handling pitchers.
Backjng him up will be versatile
freshman Nick Bordieri, and there
is also the experienced Peter
Martin, (an outstanding throwing
arm) if things get tough. Coach
Bob Slaughter, a former Springfield catcher in the late -forties
who has worked with such great
Trinity catchers as Roger LeClerc
and Ron Kozuch, is watching over
the 1980 backstops.
Dennis Gillooly seems secure at
third, and not-only because of his
hot bat. In the Field House so far
he has displayed a sureness with his
glove that was missing last spring.
While not the fastest or flashiest of
hot-corner handlers, he will
provide a reliability at third that
has been missing since 1976.
Steve Woods looked terrific at
shortstop in 1979, until an outfield
collision took him out of the
picture for the rest of the campaign. He seems back in form in
this his sophomore year. Lortie,
who has played third, short, and
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Steve Woods in the batting cage for the Bantams.
decent fielders with potentially
strong bats, and could see some
action, Al Subbloie is a lefty hitter,
and those are at a premium. Martin
can also play the outfield.
Freshman Mike Elia has shown
some excellent stuff during the
indoor pre-season workouts. He
has shown hitting talent, considerable speed, fine fielding, and
above all, hustle. He could work his
way into a centerfield berth.

Jim Balesano '76 [r.] shown here with JV hopeful Jim Murren, is an
ex-Bantam who Is working with the pitching staff this year.
team's leading hitter in all the
spring training forecasts, A .318
latter as a regular in 1978, he led
he team with a .372 mark in his
unior year. A career .320 hitter,
Almquist also is a premier base
itealer. He fell one short of the old
"ecord with 12 as a sophomore, and
ne ranks third among Trinity's allime base thieves with a season
•emaining. He also can hit with
lower, but you won't see him
swinging for the fences this year.
Senior infielder Len Lortie hit
308 last year, and should provide a
spark as he can also steal bases.
Sophomore Dennis Gillooly was
turning up the JVs with his bat
when he was called up to the
Varsity halfway through last
spring's dismal campaign. He
esponded with a .375 mark in nine
games as a starting third baseman.
Frank Netcoh and Steve
juglielmo have both shown some
strength. Last year Guglielmo tied
a Bantam record with a pair of
iome runs in one game. Todd
Dagres also hit well in limited duty
ast spring, while Chuck Welsh,
•Ion Berthasavage, and Al Messier
all fine IV hitters. The

second throughout his four years
on the Bantam Varsity, seems
settled at second. Along with
Almquist he turns the best double
play of any Trinity player.
Almquist is available to back him
up, as is the Jalented Bordieri. Torn
Savage could see infield work as a
substitute.
Chuck Welsh has the toughest
shoes to fill. He is. trying for first
base, where last year Captain and
MVP Joe LoRusso held court.
LoRusso was Trinity's all-time
career leading fielder at first, and
he is. definitely a hard act to follow.
But Welsh is doing well, as is
Martin, who is also taking a crack
at the premier sack.
Shults will have to choose from
among seven outfielders to fill the
three spots there, Almquist is sure
to start somewhere, probably in
right or maybe left. He is fast and
has a strong arm. Al Messier is
certainly the best pure fielder from
among the seven. This talent alone
could give him the left or centerfield spot, but the others are no
pikers with their gloves, and it may
come down to the bat. Dagres,
Netcoh, and Berthasavage are all

The pitchers, as always, are the
major question mark on this
Trinity ballclub. But, unlike past
years, this spring they have exp'erience. Co-Captain Bill Lynch is
a four-year starter, who since his
freshman year has been considered
the mainstay of an otherwise weak
staff. He was 4-4 as a freshman, and
posted a losing record as a
sophomore, both with excellent
ERAs below 3.00. Last year his
ERA was around 3.90, but it was
the leading average on the team. So
what that he holds the New

England record for most losses by a his career, but his greatest claim to
pitcher in a single season. This is 'fame is as the Bantams' greatest allthe first year since his freshman
campaign that he has had a team
behind him, and he should do well.
The team will play five practice
Junior Mike Goss, who displayed games in Clearwater, Florida,
fireballing talent as a freshman in against the Philadelphia Phillies
'78; suffered an injury last spring. Class A farm team. Then they will
This year his fastball is sharp and play another five games against
his curve is breaking well. Nelson travelling college competition that
Toner, another junior, was the will count on the schedule. The
team's Most Improved Player in team will return to open up north
1979, and the southpaw from away at Williams on April 8th, and
Maine could make a significant their home opener will be a
contribution in 1980.
weekend doubleheader April 12th
against Coast Guard.
Sophomores Kevin Doyle and
John Valencia were impressive as
Robie "Shults has coached the
rookies last year. Doyle has the two winningest teams in Trinity
potential to be the new ace, and baseball history (1962 and 1976),Valencia can either start or relieve. and he sees in this team much the
Fastballer Mike Shimeld is also same depth of talent that blessed
being looked at, and the versatile those two squads. The difference,
Martin has also turned his talents of course, is that this year's depth is
to the mound, showing some real either not as old or not as seasoned
skill. Jim Balesano, Class of '76, is as those two campaigns of
helping to coach the pitchers. veterans. But only time and good
Balesano pitched at Trinity early in weather will tell.

Sophomore Tom Savage [r.j should see some action as a sub this, spring. Catching is Nick Bordieri.

